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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
August 28, 19 75
I

TO:

All Members of t~e ,rculty

FROM:

John N. Durr{e/~e~retary
•

SUBJECT:

I

-

'

I

First 197S-.-76 Meeting of University Faculty

The first 1975-76 meeting of the University Faculty will be
held Tuesday, September 2, at 3:00 ~ - in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

(pp. 1-3) 2.

(p. 4)

)

Approval of summarized minutes of May 14 faculty meeting.
(Minutes attached.)

3.

Introduction of President-des ignate Dav is -- President Heady .

4.

Recommendation of 1975 Summe r Ses sion candidates for degrees -the deans of the several sc hools and c olleges .

5.

Replacements on 1975-76 standing committee s -- Professor
Rhodes for the Policy Committee.

6.

Confirmation of change in Section 14 of Academic Freedom
and Tenure Policy -- Profess or Cohen for the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee.
(Statement attached. )

(pp. 5-7) . 7.

p. 8

Request of New Mexico Daily Lobo to photograph University
Faculty meetings; admission of the press -- Professor Thorson
for the Policy Committee.

Bo

Proposal to revise the Patent Policy (discussion only)
Professor Beckel for the Researc h Policy Committee.
(Statement attached.)
Recommended amendments to 1977 University Admis sion Require ments -- Dean Weaver for the Entrance and Credits Committee
(Statement attached.)
0
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Al

. FACULTY MEETING
September 9, 1975
(Summarized Minutes)
The September 9, 1975, meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order by President Heady at 3:00 p.m., in the Kiva, with a
quorum present.
By vote of the Faculty, Ms. Susanne Burks, reporter for the
Albuquerque Journal, was invited to attend as a guest. Upon
recommendation by the Policy Committee, the Faculty also approved
a motion by Professor Thorson that photography be permitted at
faculty meetings, utilizing existing light only.
The summarized minutes of the meeting of May 14 were approved as
submitted without formal action.
President Heady introduced President-designate Davis who made
brief remarks.
Recommendations of candidates for degrees for the 1975 Sunnner
Session were presented by the deans of the several schools and
colleges. After changes in the lists of several of the academic
units had been noted, the Faculty voted to recommend the candidates to the Regents for the awarding of the respective degrees.
Professor Rhodes, for the Policy Committee, recommended the following changes in standing committee membership for 1975-76: on
the Athletic Council, P. Garry for B. Coleman; on the Continuing
Education Committee, J. Parsons to replace W. Runge for Semester
I; on the Curricula Committee, S. Perls for H. Harpending; on the
Graduate Committee, N. Cikovsky and M. Fletcher as new members,
with P. Workman to replace A. Reed who becomes an ex officio member; on the Human Subjects Committee, W. Jeffery to replace D.
Calvert;on the National-International Affairs Committee, P. Murphy
to replace M. Mccrossen; on the New Mexico Union Board, W. DeGroot
to replace D. Draper; on the Research Allocations Committee, T.
Friden to replace · R. Messer; on the Research Policy Conmi.ttee,
J. Froehlich to replace F. Ikl~ for Semester I; on the Student
Standards Committee, M. Jo Campbell to replace M. M. Smith; and
on the IARS Executive Committee, M. Harris to replace V. J.
Steiner for Semester I. These nominations were approved by the
Faculty.

1

.L..r.L.
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and Tenure
Professor Co hen, on behalf of the Academic Freedom
·
14
f the
ee recommended that paragraph 1 of section
o
Freedom and Tenure Policy be amended to incorporate
the word "dismissal" which had been included in the statem~nt
before it was revised in December 1974 1•1 As am~nded,. he ~a1dh
the paragraph would read as follows:
• • • discretion 1n t e
dismissal or non-renewal of non-tenured faculty members, the
University recognizes that such actions may violate such fa7ulty
members' academic freedom • • • • " The Facul ty approved thi s
amendment.

~~~;!~c

The Faculty was informed by Profes s.J c Beci,~1 , Chairman of the
Research Policy Ccmmittee, of pro posed modifications in the
patent poljrJ , ar n those were discussed. It was noted that
the policy h~ s been approved by the Policy Committee, as well
as th~ ~e ,earch Policy Committee, and will now go to the Regents
fer .ri.,al action, formal approval by the Faculty not being re-tuired.
Dean Weaver, for the Entrance and Credits Committee, said that
at their June 17 meeting the Regents had requested the Committee
to undertake a series of public hearings on the admission require·
ments as approved by the Faculty on March 11 and to bring any
resulting recommendations to the Faculty for discussion and subsequent recommendation to the Regents regarding proposed modifications. These hearings were held, he said, and the Committee
subsequently endorsed four recommendations to be made to the
Faculty, these for the purpose of amending the admission requirements as approved in March. These recommendations were presented
by Dean Weaver in the following form:

I.

It is moved that the requirement of two units of language
oth 7r than En~lish be deleted. This will change the distribution of subJect matter requirements as follows· of the
fifteen minimum high school units thirteen must be distribu~ed as listed: English, three units; Social Studies, two
units; Nat~ral Science, two units; Mathematics, two units;
~he remaining four required high school units must be chosen
rom the list of restricted electives.

II.
It
is moveddef·
that· the d_eficiency statements be clar1. fi ed as
follows·
or more of the
fo ur speci· f ie
· d
.
· matteric1.ency
subJect
areas in
(E one
.
1; h M
and Naturals ,
)
ng - S ' athematics, Social Science,
courses in thcience may be.r~moved by taking the course or
in high schoo~ a(~:yas of ?ehf1c1.d~n:Y.through: (a) enrollment
n1.g t (b)
iv1s1.on) or en o 11ment in
. a
Technical-VocationalorSchool·
priate course or courses . ,
enrollment in the approDivision; (c) completion~; the U.N.M. _Continuing Education
an appropriate course or courses
0

7

0

· Independen t Studi'es (Correspondence) work
at the U.N.M.
in
.
.
or some other accredited institution of hi~her 1 arn1.ng;
( d) attainment of ACT score of twenty or higher in. the area
or areas of deficiency; (e) attainment of a composite ACT
score of twenty-two or better.

7

In no case will courses completed to remove subject matter
deficiencies be counted in fulfillment of requirements for
a baccalaureate degree.
III .

Elimination of language in paragraph two under Admission by
Certificate which excludes P .E. and Ensemble Music from computation of high school grade point average. Original sentence
states the minimum qualitative requirement for admission is
a grade average of C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in previous academic work exclusive of grades in P.E. Activity and Ensemble
Music courses. It is moved that the statement read "the minimum qualitative requirement for admission is a grade average
of C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in all prior high school credits."

IV .

It is moved that these specified subject matter requirements
apply only to students who graduate subsequent to February ,
1977 . However, students graduating prior to that time should,
nevertheless, make every effort to meet the regular requirements

The f~ur motions were considered individually by the Faculty after
a motion by.Profe~sor Book to reject the Regents' request for
Faculty ?eliberat1on of the issues was declared out of order by
the President.
~elative ~o recommendation #I, Professor Kolbert made a
su~stitute
the following after "Mathemat1.· cs , two
uni
ts·"· "tmotion · to add
f
the eq' : 1 wo ~nits O a single language other than English or
. ~1.va.ent anguage ability as attested to b a ro riate
cert1.f1.cat1.on by the student's h' h h 1
y PP p
d
.
1.g sc oo or through an approve
examination The f
ble to stud~nts gra~re~~n la~guage requirement would be applicaments being applicab~: ~ng a ~er February 1979, all other requireThe remaining two units o s~u ents graduating after February 1977.
electives " Afte
mus be chosen from the list of restricted
.
r pro 1onged discus .
h.
.
of Professor Kolbert was d f
s1.on, t 1.s substitute motion
veaver's motion #I was the eated by a 72 - 75 vote, and Dean
Motion #11 was appro:ndap~r~ved by a substantial majority.
motion #III, Professor J e wit out discussion. Relative to
mu . b
u moved as an a
d
sic e counted but that
.
men ment that ensemble
amendment being defeated ~:~~1.cal education be excluded. This
Relative to motion #IV o'
ion #111 was approved as submitted .
Febru
19
, ean Darling
d
b . ary
78 be substituted f
move as an amendment that
eing lost, motion #IV was
or February 1977. This amendment
approved.
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Professor Schmidt made reference to a revision recommended
(in a hand-out at the door) by Alan Wilson, ASUNM President, and
Tom McGuire, student member of the Entrance and Credits Committee,
namely, that a joint faculty-student committee be established to
consider appeals from applicants denied admission to the University.
The recommendation continued: "The committee shall be composed of
nine members: the Dean of Admissions; three student members
appointed by the Presidents .of ASUNM and GSA; five faculty members
appointed at-large by the Policy Committee. The committee shall
hear only those cases it sees fit and shall have the authority to
grant admission subject to numerical limitations of the special
admissions category. If an applicant's admission would exceed
the maximum number allowed for the entering class, the admission
would be deferred, with priority, until the next semester." Professor Schmidt moved this recommendation as an amendment to the
Special Admission paragraph of the requirements approved earlier
by the Faculty which specified that review and approval of special
cases would be undertaken by the Entrance and Credits Committee.
Professor Mackey said that she interpreted the recommendation as
meaning that the joint faculty-student committee would hear appeals
of cases of special admission denied by the Entrance and Credits
Committee. After some discussion, a motion to refer the proposal
to the Policy Committee was adopted.
Professor Woodhouse submitted a proposed memorial to the Regents
"which explains to some extent the reasoning for the recommendations we are making with regard to the admission requirements."
After discussion, the matter was tabled.
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
Septenber 9, 1975
The September 9, 1975, meeting of the
University Faculty was called to order by
President Heady at 3:00 p.m., with a quorum
present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
I would like to call the
meeting to order and to welcome all of you for the
1975-76 year ..
We have a new transcriber here today who is
not familiar with names at all and partly for that
reason and perhaps to aid my failing memory, it
would be helpful if you would identify yourself
when you speak, at least the first time.
I would
ask you to do that, please.
The first item on the agenda is a request
from the New Mexico Daily Lobo to photograph
University Faculty meetings and, also, any press
representatives who might want to be admitted
and I will recognize Professor Thorson to make
a motion concerning those matters.
PROFESSOR THORSON
On behalf of the Policy
Committee , I move that Susanne Burks and any
other representatives be admitted; and I will
make another motion.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

It has been moved and seconded that
HEADY
representatives of the written, news media be
admitted.
Any discussion?
Those in favor please say, "aye," opposed,
"no." The motion is carried.

Photography
!! Meetings;
Press Representatives ·

9/Q/75, p .
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'!'HO"RSON
I would like to make a second motion
that photography be permitted at Faculty meetings,
utilizing existing light only.
I make that motion
on behalf of the Policy Committee.
HEADY
FACULTY

Is there a second to that motion?
E 1BE R

Second.

HEADY
Is there a discussion on the motion?
If not, those in favor please say, "aye."
Opposed,
"no." The motion is carried.
You didn't specify what the level of light
s~1ould be.

;

t

You have had distributed to you with the
call to this meet ing, the summarized minutes for
the May 14, 1975 neeting.
Are there any
corrections, omissions, changes in those minutes
as distributed? If there are none, the minutes
will be accepted as distributed.
At this time, I am very pleased, for a
number of reasons that I will not enumerate, to
welcome my successor as President of the
University of ew Mexico.
I am not going to give
you any resume about him.
I am sure you are
familiar with his background.
I would only
mention that he has been President at Idaho State
University for the last ten years.
I have known
him for several years during which we served as
fellow commissioners on the iestern Interstate
Commission on Higher Education. He has been here
since late August.
Our plan for transition is
that e will take over officially as President of
the University on October 1.
At this time, I am
very pleased to elcome and to introduce to ou
President-designate William E. Davis and I would
like to ask him to make a few remarks to us if he
would.
R. DAVIS
Thank you very much, President
Heady and members of the faculty.
Mark Antony
said when e threw open the flan to Cleopatra' a

Summarized
Minutes,
Meeting of
May 14

Introduction o
President-desig
nate Davis

9/9/75, o.
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tent, "I did not come here to make a speech," and
with your long agenda, this is not the intent
today, although I will have some remarks to
address to the faculty in October.
I would also like to say that, based on very
limited observation -- to show what you qet on
just short impressions
it is my impression
that it must rain forty inches a year in
Albuquerque, lew exico.
I arn enjoying this
ti~e and having this opportunity to meet singly
and with small groups throughout the campus and
I am doing a~ much as I can to assimilate
knowledge in some historical prospective, some
insight into the personnel backgrounds, the
problems and, also , the gold admission of this
institution.
I've been greatly assisted in this
by the report of the Committee on University
planning, which has been submitted in rough drafts
and more detailed reports which do contain a lot
of very valuable information and insight into the
problems here and some of the prospectives of
that.
I also would like to solicit your advice,
council , and suggest -- people ask me immediately
what are my plans for the institution and where
do I see it going.
Really, I have to admit that
I am not in a position to formulate this until I
ave talked to a great number of members of this
faculty , to the students, and to the people
throughout the State , including some in Santa Fe,
~ho are concerned with the future of higher
education in this State.
I a t tended, along with
some other University officials, a meeting in
Cloud croft over the weekend in which three days
were spent in analysis of the concept of
differen t ial funding and some of the problems
i.herent to that .
As an outsider coming in, I
was very pleased with the progress which has been
made and the direction which this is taking and
I would certainly urge the faculty to keep
themselves apprised of these developments and,
again , get your comments to me or to other
administrators or other persons on the campus
so that we can have some feedback as to faculty

9/9/75, p. 4

attitudes in these areas.
I am also pleased to be in attendance
-/:oday to see how Faculty meetings are conducted and
to hear the business and discussions on the floor.
Without going further, I would like to
com~ent that I am very pleased and honored to be
associated ~ith such a distinguished Faculty and
University and I would like to solicit your
support and your understanding and
atience and
your help in achieving and enhancing the qreat
name of this institution and all that it stands
for and represents.
Thank you very much.
HEADY
Item four of this recommendation of
the 1975 Summer Session Candidates for degrees.
Each college has its list and, I believe, each
college list has been reviewed by the college,
so I ~ould like to go down the list of colle es
and ask if there are any changes recoMrnended by
the deans in the lists that were distributed.
~e will start with arts and sciences, Dean
~o llman.
EAN ~OLL AN

o change.

HEADY
Business and administrative sciences,
Dean Fehder.
DEAN REHDER
HEADY
D

o chancre.

Education, Dean
DARLI

HE DY
not here --

arling.

o change

·ngineering .
I think, Dean Gross is
ssistant Dean Koschmann.

ASSISTAlT

EAl KOSCI4AN

We have no changes

in the BS degrees.
We have an additional degree of
associate of science in pre-engineering.
Do you
want to take this at this time or with the
associates' degrees, later?

Candidates for
Degrees, 1975
Sunnner Session

9/9/75, o.
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HEADY
I think, we should take any from
e nginee rinq ..
~OSCH1A~N
Okay.
This is Associate of
Science in Prc-engineerinq , Ronald B. Martin .
is certified by the Faculty Commissioner ..
HEADY

Thank you.

DEAN ADAr1S
HEADY

He

Fine arts, Dean Adams.

No change ..

Graduate school, Dean Spolsky .

DEAN SPOLSKY

No change.

HEADY
Law school, Dean Hart.
Is there
another representative fron the law school he re?
Ne will assume that there is no change, then.
School of medicine, Dean Napolit ano.
DEAN NAPOLITANO
lfEADY

Nursing, Dean Murray.

DEA:'1 MURRAY
HEADY

No change.

Pharmacy, Dean Bliss.

DEAN BLISS
HEADY

No. change.

No change.

University college, Dean Huber.

DEAN HUBER

No change.

HEADY
Dean Wollman, you have done the
honors before. Would you make the appropriate
motion , now, to approve those candidates for
degrees?
~OLLMAN
Mr . President, I move that the
people's names that are on these lists, as
corrected, be submitted to the Regents for
approval of their respective degrees.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

9/ 9 /75, o.
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PROFESSOR RH ODES

,·

Second.

HEADY
It has been moved and seconded.
Any
discussion? If not , those in favor please say,
"aye. "
Opposed, " no." The motion is carried.
Item five, replace ments on 1975-76 standing
committees ~[recognize Professor R~odes for the
Policy Committee .

Replacemen t s .Q!!
Standi ng Committees

RHODES
Because there are a larqe number of
name s , I am si mp ly goin g to rea d the name and the
committee to which they have been appointed .
If
there are any questions, I would be happy to
answer them, regarding the recommendations of the
Policy Committee to the appointment.
Hilliam
De Groot to the New ··1exi co Uni on Board , P atri ci a
urphy to the National-International Committee ,
Joseph Parsons to the Con mittee on Continuing
Education for semester one , Jeffrey Froehlich to
the Research Policy Committee , r arilyn Fletcher
to the Graduate Committee , Peter Workman to the
Graduate Committee , Nicolai Cikovsky to the
Graduate Committee , Stephen Perls to the Curricular
Committee - Semester One, ll ary Harris to the
Executive Board of ISRAB which has a new name and
I ' m sorry , I ' ve forgotten the new initials -IARS - - that ' s fo r Semester One, ~illiam Jeffery
to the University Committee on the Use of Human
Subject s , Mary Jo Campbell to Studen t Standards,
to comp l e t e the final year of term , Philip Garry
to the thletic Council, Thomas Friden to
esear c h Allocations .
I move that these people
be a~proved by the Faculty for service on these
committees .
THORSO

Second ..

HJADY
It has een n oved an seconded.
Any
discussion? Those in favor please say " aye".
Qryposed Nno ." Te motion is carried .
The next item is con~irmation of chan ge in
Section 1 4 o f t e Academic Freedom and Tenure
Po l icy .
Professor Cohen , Chairman of the

Change in
Academi c Freedom
and Tenure
Committee

•

•

·~
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committee.
PPOFESSOR COHEN
I believe, the prooosal is
self-explanatory in revising the language of
Section 14.
I move for the adoption of the revised
version of the paragraph in Section 14 as shown on
page 4 of the agenda.
HEADY
T ..IORSO:t

Is there a second ..
Second ..

HEADY Any discussion?
say, "aye." 0'!?posed, " no. "

Those in favor please
The motion is carried.

I mig1t say, Dr. Davis, so far we are setting
a ne~ record in disposing of items of business on
the agenda ..
tern seven is a proposal to revise the oatent
oolicy of the University.
A statement on that was
attached.
I think, it is explained in the
statement that this is on your agenda for discussion
to see if there are any changes, suggested
changes , or omissions that members of the faculty
think should be considered.
The current policy
was put into force, I believe , by action of the
Faculty Policy Committee and the Regents, so I
don ' t think it would be necessary for the faculty
to take official action on this.
I will ask
Professor Beckel if he wants to make any
introductory statement about the policy and the
changes that may be made .
PROFESSOR BECKEL
Hell, the statement as
revised is on pages 5 and 6 of the agenda.
On
page 7 is a brief state~ent as to the basis of
the proposec modification .
There are two kinds
of modifications.
One is just wording for
clarification and for bringing this up to date.
There are two substantive modifications.
One of
these is that under SB, there is now listed a
minimum return to the inventor and the purpose of
including this in the policy is both for the
protection and the encouragement of inventions

Patent Policy

9/9/75, p.
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by members of the staff as defined under the
first terms of the Patent Policy.
There is
a
second substantive matter and that is that
students are now include d; previously, they were
not included under the Patent Policy.
So,
statement number one includes students to be
included under the policy
~hose are the two
substantive changes.
HEADY
Are there any questions of
Dr. Beckel or other members of the Research
Policy Committee? Any suggestions?
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ALPERT
~y question is,
when an invention is made by a member of the
staff not using the University --

'

BECKEL
Well, I think, the understanding
is that that really has nothing to do with the
University.
I think that this policy is in no
way meant to cover any work for any other
institution or Saturday work at home or anythin~
like that.
ALPERT
HE DY

Thank you
Professor Schmidt?

PROFESSO~ SCH IDT

I've never t1ought about

this very much before but a question occurs to
me in connection vith SB , and that is , I'm
wondering why the inventor receives only fi ty
per cent. What puzzles me is , that if I had a
new idea and it net millions , why should I qive
up fifty oer cent to the University? I would
just like to hear the rationale behind that.
I
mean , it doesn ' t see. to me like the University
cooks up ideas; I cook them up.
If I use a piece
of equipment to check out thi in some way, that
seems to me, very minimal in contrast to the way
that the fee scale is arranged.
So, I am
wondering what the thinking of th
co mittee is
behind that scale.
BECKEL
Well , I don ' t think that I can give
you a rationale that says that we arrived at

9/9/75, p. 9

fif ty per cent in any mathematical way. First of
all, there are very, very few inventions that
ever reach this stage.
In fact, to summarize
where we stand now, the number of inventions so
far as I am aware that have ever been secured by
members of the Faculty is zero.
That is,
utiliz ing the University facilities and applied
to the University mechanisms.
Nevertheless, that is not meant to say
anything about the question that you raised. This
was arrived at by an amalgamation of two former
tables that were put together.
Previously, the
committee had attempted to distinguish between
two kinds of inventions, one in which the invention
was -- that is, the patent was pursued by an
agent, in which case, then, the agent takes a
fee.
The agent, you see, removes the fee and there
is a net income to be divided between the
Univers ity and the inventor. We attempted to
distinguish, then , previously between the case
where the agent was used and the case where an
agent was not used and the percentages in those
cases were, in one case, higher but did not
refer to the net income and, in the other case,
lower.
This was simply an amalgamation of the two
final figures and I would say that it represents
the fact that the University has provided the
facilities, the library, experimental equipment
and other things that go along with this; the
inventor provides the ideas and the hard work.
How you divide that up in an equitable manner
and come to a percentage -- I don't think there
is any unique percentage. ~e investigated,
several years ago when this was first looked at,
what is done at other institutions and, I suppose,
one would say that this is amalgamation of other
adopted policies.
HEADY

Any other comments?

Thank you.

The last item on the agenda distributed is
to recommend amendments to the 1977 University
admission requirements.
These are proposals

Amendments to
1977 Admission
Requirement s

-

9/9/75, p.
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~rom the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
At the
door, you should have received some materials that
~ere prepared for the committee.
If you don't
have these and call our attention to it, we will
distribute conies to anyone ~ho may need then.
I
would like to recoani ze Dean He aver on behalf of
the Entrance and Credits Committee.
DEAN WEAVER
Has everyone received the
additional andouts at the door, a blue sheet, a
greens eet, anp a white ~heet? Once again, the
admissions reqllfements creates a lot of aper.
I would like to draw main reference to the
blue handout at today's meeting. The four
amendments that are the result of the Entrance and
Credits ~earings and deliberations this summer
at the request of the Board of Regents are therein
noted.
I will get to the point where I will move
the adoption of one and the faculty will dispose
of that, pro or con, and then ie'll move on, iten
by item from there.
I have also been made aware
that there are a few other amendments that will
probably be made on the floor today.
I would like
to note that you should also have received, ea~lMin Se tember, a memorandum addressed to the Fa.~
Faculty Committee on Entrance and CreditsJ dated
August 29th, detailing the revised proposal.
Then, the two handouts today are the
proposal as it was approved by the faculty last
1arch and , then, the white sheet is the original
proposal that the ntrance and Credits Committee
brought to the faculty during the meetings at
'ihich the ad issions '
olicy was discussed in
February and 11arch of last year.
The Board of Regents, at its June 17th meeting,
requested the Board -- the Committee on Entrance
and Credits -- to conduct hearings on the
admissions ' policy adopted by the University
Faculty last year.
This was an outgrowth of
demonstrative concern from around the State from
a number of individuals, superintendents,
communities, high schools , and so on.
And the
four amendments are a result of goin through the

9/9/75, p.
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correspondence that th se hearings elicited and,
also, from the speeches, the testimony that was
given before the cornrnittee.
The committee, then,
went into its deliberations and arrived at the
four revisions on the blue sheet.
Basically,
that is a history of how the summer deli erations
came about.
If anyone is interesed in hearing
t1e resolution from the .egents that was
addressed to the Entrance and Credits Cornmittee
its about a page and a half -- I would be more
than happy to read it.
A number of faculty have
seen it, but if you would like More detail, I
would be happy to take the time to read it into
the record.
Is there any concern on that point?
DARLING

Yes.

WEAVE~
"Whereas, officials of the
Albuquerque Public Schools have requested the
University to postpone for one year, from the
fall of 1977 until the fall of 1978, the
effective date of the new entrance requirements
recently approved by the u. 1 Faculty, and
Whereas, approximately 600 University
students have petitioned the Regents either to
overturn this Faculty action on entrance
requirements or to post one its implementation,
and
Whereas, several non-university groups,
including the League of United Latin-American
Citizens and the lew .. texico Schools Superintendents
ssociation, have asked to be allowed to discuss
t e new entrance requirements before they are put
into effect.
Be it , therefore, resolved , that t e Regents
request:
A.
The U 1 Committee on Entrance and Credits
to conduct hearin son this matter as soon as
feasible and , then , to ake any reco rnendation it
considers ap ro riate to the general faculty
concerning possible modifications in th new
entrance require ents

9 /9 /7 5 '
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B.
Expand its raembershiP during these
hearings by adding six non-voting menbers as
follows:
two Rege nts, two students, and two
oth ers representing ethnic minorities.
Invite
as guests, non-voting, to participate in these
~earings, six persons, the aforementioned.

c.

Include in its hearing, a meeting with
appropriate officials of the Albuquerque Public
Schools and other school districts within the
next thirty days, as well as discussions with
selected U""lM students, representatives o-1: groups
which have expressed concern about the entrance
requirements, jncluding LULAC, the Jew iexico
Schools Superitendents Association, and any
other identiffe d by the Committee on Entrance
and Credits.
D.
Expedite the action requested above and,
if 9ossible, present its recommendations to the
general faculty at its September 1975 Meeting.
The Regents also request that the general facult
consider carefully any reconmendations on this
matter coming from the Entrance and Credits
Committee and, in turn, make to the Regents any
recommendation it deems appropriate with the
respect either to modification of the new
entrance requirements and/or to the time for
making them effective. "

At this noint , I would like to move the first
revision in the policy which reads :
It is move<
that the requirements of t~o units of language
other than English be deleted • . This would chanqe
the distribution of subject matter requirements
as follows:
Of the fifteen Mininum high school
units , thirteen must he distributed as listed:
English , three units ; social studies, two units;
natural science , two units; mathematics , two
units ; the remaining four , required , high school
units must be chosen fron the list of restricted
electives.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?
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FACULTY 1E.MBE R

Second.

It has been moved and seconded and is
HEADY
ooen for discussion.
Professor Book?
PROFESSOR BOOK
I move that since the Faculty
has already debated this question, deliberated on
it in length, and come to a conclusion that we
reject the recommendation of the Regents,
inasmuch as it is the work of the faculty to
decide these matters and that we continue with
the other business.
HEADY
There is a motion on the floor.
is your motion, Professor Book?

'1'1 at

BOOK
The motion is that we reject the
request to discuss further, the ratter.
We have
already discussed it at great lenqths.
HEADY
Hell, the Chair rules that this is
nroperly before us.
If you don ' t want to make
this change, you can vote against this motion.
BOOK

All right.

HEADY
Is there a discussion of this motion
which as to do with the deletion o{ the
requirement of two units of language other than
English?
SCH.1IDT I would like to say that an
informational copy of these revisions have gone
to the Pegents and in no way have they taken
action on them.
It is purely the role of this
Faculty to approve or reject this amendment.
HEADY ~ell, the recommendation before the
Faculty at this point is a recommendation from
the Entrance and Credits Committee of the
University.
Professor Kolbert?
ROFESSOR KOLBERT
Is it aopropriate to
amend the language that was presented by
.tr. Weaver ?

/9/75, p.
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HEADY
motion.
KOLBERT
EDY

Yes, if i t is g rrnane to this

It is.
Yes.

OL ERT
It ertains to the lan uaqe in
Section 1 on this liq t b lue sheet.
1r. President
and colleagues of the Faculty of the Univer~ity
of Te., e ico, I t ould ove that ,c anend
oaragraph 1 in the followin
anner.
In the
fifth line after the s Micolon at th very en ,
which is mathematics, two units, semicolon,
insert the following terminology:
two units of
a single lan uage other tan n lis1, or th
equivalent languag
ability
attested to by
anpropriate certification by th stud nt'
hi h
school or through an a
rov d x
'nation .
goes on and I
ill repeat
at firsts nt nee.
Two units of a single language oth r than
English , or the eq1ivalent languag abi i t
attested to by a propriate certification by th
student ' s 1igh school or through an ap roved
examination .
nd now, the amendment continues,
the foreign language requirement would be
applicable to stu ents gra uatin after
ruar
19 79.

don ' t kno if I need the other language;
I
1 ask your advice,
r.
re ident.
11 other
re
ire ents being appl'cable to students
gra uating after February 1977; -- and this , I
thi k , we do nee -- the re ainin t o un't
u t be c osen rom the list o re trict d
lectives .
Before I go on , instead of four
re uired i
chool units , w would h ve
vo
igh school units t
t must le c osen rom this
restricted el ctive list
In other wor
, the
tudent ould have two rather han our .
I iould
l i e to make a otion on that
endm nt .
I

ED
F CULT

Is t

ere a s con
Second

to the amen

ent?
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H~ADY
It has been moved and seconded.
Before
we proceed with the discussion, I want to ask if
anyone needs to have the proposal read again.
KOLBERT
Yes, I'm sorry, one of my
colleagues, Professor P.hodes, has suggested
and I should have done this, too -- to also delete
sente nce one, or I should say, delete sentence one
and two.
PROFESSOR LOGAN
HEADY
Logan?

No.

~,hat is the point of if, Professor

LOGAN
This is not a modification of this
subject; it's the exact opposite of it.
You
cannot delete the ~otion as it was made by
c~anging everything to say something else.
That
is the exact opposite; that is not in order.
KOLBERT
.1r. Chairman, it does , if I night
speac to the amendment -- it does -LOGA ..1

It's not an amendment.

KOLBERT
It adds language , which amends the
original version of it as it regards foreign
language , since i t does add two units of language
or the equivalent and , also, speaks of the
effective date of 1979 rather than of '77.
HE DY
The proposal before us is a proposal
to change the requirements as adopted by the
Faculty last spring.
It seems to me that during
the course of this meeting , it certainly will be
appropriate to consider whatever changes in the
admission requirements members of the Faculty
want to propose for consideration , in addition
to t~e ones that the Entrance and Credits
Committee has introduced .
I think that the
question that Professor Logan is raising is as
to whether this is appropriate as an amendment
to this motion that is no'I be.core us.
I uould
certainly thin' that it is appropriate of
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Professor Kolbert to put that version before this
body if he wants to; the question is, when.
I think it would be appropriate, Professor
Kolbert , if you want to make this as a substitute
motion for the one that is before us.
KOLBERT
I accept Professor Logan's
reasoning and I think he is totally right in
that there are substantial alterations of the
~otion, as stated in oaragraph one.
So, this
ought to be considered an alternative , a
substitute motion.
HEADY
Well , I think, it is appropriate to
consider a substitute Motion on the same subject
and this is on the same subject.
So, if it is
seconded as a substitute motion, we will proceed
on that basis.
F i\CULTY

iE 1BER

Second ..

HEADY
It has been moved and seconded as a
substitute motion .
Iow, nay I ask, is there any
question of clarification before we discuss this?
FACULTY ~·1E ~1BER
HEADY
rnoti on .

All right .

Please , reread it.
Please·, read your substitute

KOLBERT The motion that I intended is that
the fifteen ~inimurn high school units be retained,
of course , thirteen of which till be distributed
as follows : English , two units; social studies,
two units ; natural science , two units; mathematics,
two units ; and at this point , the insertion occurs,
two units in a single foreign lan uage other than
Rnglish or the equivalent language ability as
attested to by aopropriate certification by the
student ' s high school or throug an approved
e.amination .
The foreign lan uage requirement
iould be a plicable to students graduating after
February 1979 , all other requirements being
applicable to students gra uating after ebruar
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of 1977.
Then, it goes on to say that the
re maining two units must be chosen from the list
of restricted electives and this, I aM not offa::i.ng,
other than to remove the foreign languages froM
the elective list.
HEADY
All right.
The substitute motion
is b efore us for discussion
Professor Logan?
LOGAN
At least so that it can be clear,
you said the remaining two units.
If somebody
satisfies t h e requirements by certification,
would there not be four units?
~OLBE T
I would say that the language
would be taken care of by the remaining units .
LOGA
Well, you i mplied by your wording
that there were two.
KOL~ERT
I did not think that out carefully
enough but I think it should be the remaining
units.
I vould like to speak in favor of that
motion at the time that you deem to be appropriate.
HEADY
This is the appropriate time and
since you made the motion , I think, you should
make your com ents in support of it now.
KOLBERT
daily - HEADY

I appear on television and almost
Are you bragging or complaining?

OLBERT
No , I ' n complaining about stage
fright before my fellow peers of the Faculty of
the University of ew . exico and I have no stage
fright before the television cameras.
so , I guess,
in a sense , I am just being candid.
Last week my department met and we unaninously
voted to request the general faculty seated here
to retain a foreign language requirement as part
of the overall package of requirements for admission
to the University of ew i exico.
In the next four
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or five minutes, I would hope to appeal to your
collective judgment and I would like to seek your
support of this substitute motion, or substitute
amendment -- I quess, it is a motion.
,lr. President and ladies and gentlenen, I
speak to you first as one of your colleagues , an
academic colleague, who shares with you the
concern, the proper concern, for scholarly
excellence as part of the professional lives of
the teacher-scholars seated under this dome
today.
But I speak to you , too, and I must say
that so~etimes there is a funny conflict of
interest, as a person who, through an act of
very difficult to explain destiny has also been
thrusted to an ancillary career of public service.
In the first place, I would remind you,
1..,r. President and ladies and gentlern.en , that on
two orior occasions, this very sane Faculty by
a substantial majority already did a prove the
inclusion of a foreign language in the adMissions '
requirements and it was greatly debated and hotly
so.
There was only the following certain outside
opposition alluded to by Dr. Weaver , mainly a few
voices , I think , mainly from the public schools
that the Committee on Entrances and Credits
remove the foreign language .
I would make the
plea that this Faculty at this University decide
here and now that it and only i t be entrusted
with the full responsibility and wisdom of what
constitutes a reasonable set of requirements for
admission.
In other words , I would arque that this
body and not certain voices from the outside
possesses the competence and final visdom to
define our requirements.
To , I do not want
arrogantly to turn a deaf ear to the community
which re serve.
On the contrary , I know very
well this community hut you will see, if I explain
t e amendment , that I am taking into account
legiti~ate interests and anxieties of the public
school systems in particular and the Minority
groups as ell , around the State and in

"}'?
• ' ,I
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~lbuquerque.
I wish that I had twenty or thirty
minutes ; I could speak, I think, in nuch greater
detail to you on why the rationale for my
substitute motion.
First , the reality of Je 1 r1exico.
Of all of
the fifty states in our Un ion, and we have heard
t1is over and over again to a point that this is
almost a truis m, ours is the one which most
voci fer ously and justifiab ly, as they ' d claim,
to a state of mu lti-lin gu alis m would follow that
if any state university in the United States
should recoqnize the deMographic and cultural
realities of linguistic pluralism, ours ought to
be the very first.
I n deed, it is almost
embarrassing that we should even have to dehate
this here at the University of New r exico.
It's
almost appalling that this should even be a
~oint of contention at this University.
Secondly , I would like to address myself,
~r. President and ladies and gentlemen, to the
statistical realities of our sister states
around us.
In trying to assess the status of
entrance requirements prevalent in other states,
more than half of the thirty-three state
universities responded to our department to
require a foreign language for adMission, the
University of Arizona , Colorado, all of the
branches or the University of California,
Penn State, 1 orth Carolina, University of Kansas,
Indiana, Oklahoma, Hichigan .
The list qoes on
and on, not to mention, of course, the so-called
prestigious institutions on the East Coast ,
require a language for admission.
It is almost enbarrassing, again, for us
in multi -lin gual New 'exico , of all places, to
be arguing this point, a point taken for granted
elsewhere .
Virtually half of our nopulation does
stem from some kind of other culture, in a
Spanish oriented or an Indian culture and I
think that this point ought to be very
importantly placed in consideration here.
But,
r. President, there are other reasons, too, most
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of which grow out of fundamental realities such
as this.
I would contend that a university
student ought, at one time or another in his or
~er educational career, to be exposed to a
language other than English and to the cultural
awareness that only a foreign language can
provide.
I speak of the New Mexico reality but
there is a broader reality.
The reality of this
of course sounds very trite of the seven-a-seven
or the seven-forty-seven or the supersonic
concord or the multi-national corporation or
t~e co mmunity of nations and peoples that we
s p eak about.
!r . President, I have been circulatinq in
public life a great deal in the last year, a
y ear and t wo months, and I have been very
sensitive to a problem, a human problem, in the
city council and elsewhere. Whenever we have
been able to switch to Spanish in our discussions
among certain media , certain of the so-called
irreconcilable questions have suddenly resolved
themselves with a remarkable facility .
There
see ms to be a way of responding to make people
More comfortable in their language and,
occasionally , even the city council of this
city switches into Spanish and sone of these
problems are resolved with uncanny ease when
this hapoens.
As counsel for the bench republic , too, I
deal with officials froI:t airline companies and
multi-national corporations and tourisn and
banking and so forth and I can attest to the
fact that one of the greatest frustrations
expounded to me by officials from these
companies and agencies is the inadequate and
often nonexisting linguistic ability of our New
· exico college graduates .
I would contend that
we would short-change our students by allowing
them to circuMscrib~ their cultural awareness
to monolingualism and we will be deoriving them
of their right to compete on an equal level with
graduates from other universities in other states.
Already officials in so-called develooinq
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nations hav e informe<l me and other people that
our business world is lagging behind the
competition that is being set up elsewhere by
Europeans , Japanese and the Soviet Union largely
because our students , while cornoetent professionally
are incomoetent linguistically.
Almost daily , Ilr .. President, I receive
reque ts from people sittinq in this very dome,
as inq me to help them out of a oliq~t.
They ask
me to translate letters or articles or papers, or
their students are sent to me and it ' s rather
embarrassing that I sinply ca~ ' t comply.
I wish
that all of us did have some kind of linguistic
ability eyond that 1hich is afforded ~y sim l !
monolingualisn ..
T~vo .;eeks ago -- if you will allo\l me and I
~ill conclude now to be anecdotic -- I took a
trip from Los Angeles to El Paso in a plane that
was headed for San Antonio on Continental
Airlines and I was shocked on that flight , in
.;hich more than half of the passengers spoke no
English whatsoever , and that not a single me mber
of the ere, was conpetent to speak any Spanish.
Needless to say , many of the passengers were
frustrated.
They could not understand why some
of them got breakfast and sane of them did not.
They .;ere in economy class or coach class and
no one could explain to them .
It was an
extremely uncomfortahle situation for everyone.
Such a situation would have been unthinkable
in any other portion of the rorld .
But I complain ,
as President of the City Council , that the
companies serving this city did not require its
airline staff to be trained linguistically .
The
officials informed me , at Continental , that they
simply cannot find enough eople trained both
n rofessionally and lingui tically to perform the
necessary job .
In brief , I am not speaking about on a
humanistic ground ; one could make a great case
for language study from t e humanistic point of
view .
~rom the point of view of liberal arts ,

,
f••
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I aM s eakina in terms of making our own araduates
more salable, mo re jobable, in a situation where
the market for jobs is extretely difficult.
le
are really ' limiting these peo le.
If I had to
choose and I were an official in a multi-national
corporation, and a graduate from UN~ with only
Znglish and someone coming out o Arizona or
someplace which had -- who had had bilingualism
or trilingualism, I would not hesitate at all,
all things being equal.
For those who state that as a professor of
languages and of rrench, that Iams eakinq from
a particular vantage point or privileged position
trying to build an empire, I would say, on the
contrary.
In the first place, we are not speaking
of a language requirer.tent for graduation.
le
are speaking of a langua ge requirement in the
pre-university school system.
7e are not at all
affecting our require ments here rithin the
University itself for graduation.
Our enrollments
would probably be unaffected.
If anyt ing, i t
might possibly be affected negativel. since the
pressure to study language is replaced at the
prior level.
Now , the reason that I speak of 1979, is
this.
I think, all of us are very sensitive
about this.
I have listened ~with a great deal of
sensitivity and appreciation and, I think, all of
us did in our department, to the objections
raised bv the Albu~nerque ublic Schools.
They
spoke of dislocations in their staff and, I think,
this is indeed a problem
e understand that some
fifteen schools around the State could not, by
1977 without a great deal of expense and difficulty,
provide for a two-year foreign lan uage
requirement.
re are ostponing the foreign language
requirement to 1979; that is giving them a full
four years.
This •-,ould be in reaction to their
needs and a special sensitivity and a preciation
for these problems.
Some of us have already
heard from LULAC and minority groups and I would
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like to point out, this is th
reason for the equivalent, meml ers of the Faculty and ·1r. President.
The equivalent ~ould provide for some kind of
certification, the mechanics of which would have
to be worke
>etween the niversity and the high
school systems whereby iq schools counselors,
principals, or teachers could, for a letter of
certification, state that anyone coming rom a
S anish-speaking family or an Indian family -t i s would certainly rovide for the needs of our
Indian minorit , the seven per cent of our
po ulation -- would b e niven, not crcrit,
ut
would indeed not be required to meet that
requirement.
They would have the equivalence
and certainly foreign students '1onld be exe m t.
For these and many other reasons,
Ir . President, one that I think of -- the
international dimension.
You had sent a rnerno
several years ago that I
ound extremely i mportant,
t e quest of international dimension
The
University, I think, should not turn its hack on
the whole que~tion of the international di mension
at a great University, seeking to hold a
prominent place in our hemisphere in particular and
in the '1orld in general.
So, for these reasons,
I w'ould defend this, ilr
President.
FACULTY
HE DY

Point of in oration?

EDE

our

Yes , sir.
BER

~

E

HEADY

r . Lupsh a?

ASSOC! TE p OFESSOR L PSH
now
do we re uire a !an uage

--

LUPS
KOL ERT
LUPSH

I

please

Peter Lupsha

FACULTY

OL ERT

e

I would like to
or gra uation?

o.
But w
Yes .
O:ay .

re uire on

or admission?
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HE DY
Is there further discussion on the
subs titute motion? Professor lerkx?
.SSOCIATE PROFESSOR 1E:RK ..'
First of all,
I think, it is inappropriate to think that
reinstituting the requirenents will make any of
the oeople in this state any more Multilingual
than they vere before.
After all , we ad these
re q uirements until four or five years aqo and
t.._e sorry situation in multilingual .lorth
i mericans and lew exicans is in spite of those
requirements.
So , I don't think that putting
this back in really will make Iorth Arn ricans
more multilingual than that .
Furthermore , I think the people who want to
learn the languages will learn them if they choose
to study them but I think that the recor<l of
language success ' n language training by
requiring people to take languages either in
high school or colle e levels is not fair to
t eir growth .
It seems to me that if we put this
ack in ,
I think , ,e are moving · ind of in a different
direction and with different motives than were
originally intended , in putting back the
requirement .
Essentially , one requirement is
to have students that are better prepared to
handle colleqe work and un l ess one ' s college
work i s in a foreign lan uacre field , a foreign
language is not essential to that Hork .
Hhereas ,
skills in mathematics might be much more likely
to be essential , particularly since this is one
of the most difficult parts of the previous
admissions ' requi r e ents .
It is hardest for the
sc ools to meet .
I think that it is one that we
should not be insisting upon
Finally , I ,as persuaded -- I supported the
foreign language requirement before .
I was
ersu <led by the logic of an argument by John
I owa r
the last time .
In effect , this will not
affe t people who are native speakers of a
language other than English .
This requirement ,
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since it will not apply or therehv pass
mechanisms for native Spanish-speaking and
Indians, i t will not affect them.
Wat this require~Pnt iill do will be to
require Anglo-speakers to study languages other
than English .
I frankly don't think that this is
going to have a rnajor inpact on improving -- or
putting people in classes they rnay not wish to
otherwise take.
Furthermore , I don ' t think it
provides a skill that is necessary for graduation .
I agree with Peter Lupsha that it is somei1hat
inconsistent for us to require it for admission
and not for graduation .
Yes, sir?
I will try to
make this short .
I even suggest that each of us
who speak, try to limit our remarks to one or two
minutes because there are a lot of people here for
a change.
It seems tone that entrance
requirements are set to try to insure that people
qho come to the University are capable of
rofiting from what is offered here .
I don ' t
think that entrance requirements are an anpropriate
~ay of trying to solve the business communities '
?roblems or society ' s problems for that matter.
or do I think that entrance requirements are an
a oropriate way to structure the high schools '
curriculum .
If there is , indeed , a cause and effect
relationship or some kind o= relationshi between
knowledge of a foreign language and success in a
university , I ' d like to kno ~hat it is .
HEADY

Professor iason?

PROFESSOR NASOT
I would like to take issue
with mydear friend , Gilbert I1erkx , who implies
so~ehow that the study of a foreign language has
no utility whatsoever.
One of the serious

eficiencies of the
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students who corae to us fron tl c secondary
sc~ools is that of cor~unication shills~
I
think that the lanquage studyin~ experience
is one of the most imoortant ones in developinq
such linguistic skills.
Students are not
nrepared to come to grips with reality to their
own language, English, and they hardly have
access to i t through reading the P.eaders Digest
in high school co munication courses.
Their only approach to the langua e
structure techniques is in the study of foreign
languages.
It is t e only time that they are
forced to face the language problem analytically.
So, I do think that language study has some
legitimacy in the liberal education of the human
being .
I am not interested in the vocational
aspects; I am interested in the lib ral and
humanistic aspects.
I think that language study
is i 1portant in that sense.
HEADY

Professor

Iornestead?

PROFESSOR II011ESTEAD

I would like to rnake
a few remarks about this language reouirement for
entrance.
First let me say to all of the members ,
that I am a firm supporter that all students
become familiar with at least one language other
than English • . y point, however, differs with
the present proposal in this res pect , if you
require the language to be studied before you
are admitted to the University, you will, I think,
from my observations and personal exoeriences, exclude
a certain number of students from entering into

u

•

. o~, then, my counter-suggestion is that
there be a requirement once you get here, once
you are admitted to , I would say, an adequate
high school diploma.
Ten, you would be required
to take at least two years of a foreign language.
Let e add, that the reason 1hy I place greater
value on this attitude and a preach -- in the high
sc ool aouroach, I t ink it is correct to say -please correct e if I a mista.en -- that the
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teac~ing of a foreign language is very often on
aver ele entary and quite often an extreMely
ooor kind of method and so on and that the
students arc captive; they don ' t really resoond~
It is , on the other hand, my experience on a
college level where we ~ave professors who are
devoted to a greater part of their acadenic
years to teaching this subject to beginners in
an effective , interesting nanner right off the
~at , so t at ~e don ' t start with Lyons b u t you
start with something about Paris and so on and
so on ~ And I say , at the college level, if we
re1uire -- and don ' t think that that ' s an unfair
request - - but to exclude those potential, qood,
right and the creative students fron ever coning
here -- why? Because they didn't take two
creoits of so~e type of very boring French or
Spanish or Greek .
This to me would he sad .
HEADY

Any further discussion?

Professor

Book?
PROFESSOR BOOK
I would li~e to point out
that the earlier a cerson starts studJing a
language , the better off he is in that language.
Your o~n native l a nguage will Prove that to you.
as you qet further and further along , it gets
more difficult .
Another argument against
Professor Homestead is that the 1odern Language
Association did run tests several year s ago.
Students who studied languages , and those who
didn ' t and who took the same subjects other than
these elsewhere ,
ad approxinately the same
abilities .
The ones who studied languages ,
through the discipline of the language and then
t he fa c t that you are obli ged to be sor e,1hat
creative in the lanquage , turned out three to
four points better in all of the other subjects
that were taken.
~nether point , I don ' t think that there is
anybody here -- I mean , should I ask - - that
doesn ' t want to speak another language ~ell.
Is
there anybody here who wouldn ' t like to speak
anot.er language? No , nowhere because they want
to .
ut how many things have you wanted to do
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like speak that other language well that you
haven't done because it wasn't required.
I do
think that our requirements should have some
social significance .
I think that is what an
education is all about -- adjustment to the
environment ana making the environment and
society a better place .
I just wanted to add
that to what has already been said.
HEADY

Professor, please identify yourself.

PROFESSOR CALDWELL
biology.
HEADY

Doug Caldwell in

Thank you.

CALDWELL
Simply because a student takes
foreign language and has also taken these other
courses and comoare that action 1ith a group of
students who are just taking mathematics and so
forth , doesn ' t mean that the one qrouu taking a
language -- if they do much better, that doesn ' t
mean that there is a cause and effect relatioriship
~~tween taking the language and performan ce i n
the other cou r ses .
It just may mean that that
student plans on going to college.
I fail to see
any direct relationship between taking a language
and succeeding in sciences or another area.
HEADY

P r ofessor Logan .

LOGA_l
I agree .
I would like to speak
another language but there are lots of things that
I would like to be able to do .
I would rather
like to be able to talk to a computer .
All right?
So , I can agree with you .
But I ' m not qoing to
say that that means that we should require a
language as the thing that I am qoing to occupy
my time with .
BOOK
Do you know how little time the high
school students actually spend on academic
HEADY
You are not recognized , now,
Professor Book .
I would like to recognize others
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who have not spoken.

Professor?

FACULTY !!EMBER
A point of information,
there seems to be an inplication that the
student who doesn't have a language cannot qet,
therefore, into the University. Aren't students
constantly admitted with deficiencies which they,
then, make uo at the University or is that no
longer oossible? I know that they used to come
in lacking in math, so they could take it over.
KOLBE RT

Prior to 19 70 ..

FACULTY HEi1BER
solution.

That ~iqht be a compromise

HEADY
Is there other discussion on the
substitute amendment? Professor Stahl?
PROFESSOR STAHL
I ~ould like to ask a
question.
One of the alternatives to the two
units of a language is a suitable exan.
Is
there, at present, a suitable examination for
this and who would administer it, or if there
is none, would the foreign language department
formulate one?
ihat about a suitable exam; I
a concerned about that.
HEADY
I think that this is an
informational question, Professor Kolbert, if
you could respond to it.
KOLBERT
There are all ~inds of examinations.
The thing that concerns me about some of them, to
be very honest, is that man, of the existinq
examinations would not, in a sense test the
S anish-speakin youngsters ' a ility adequately.
That is , they are ear marked towards the
grammatical or literary or reading-writing
aspects and I have in nind, getting that student
who has had an oral ability from his home life
a chance to be evaluated for that.
Some of these
examinations ~ould have to be devised.
Actually,
the language department, I'~ sure, would be
ready to help to nlay an inportant part in
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devising an examination if one is necessary.
He
~ould not, of course, have a role really in
anoraisina
the students because thev
~ould have
~
'
~
to be admitted first before 'le ~ave any kind of
contact with them.
We are speaking, remember,
of pre-admisqion.
I

could see uhere ,;.1e 'loul<l have to rely very
often on -- or most often, as a matter of fact -on some sort of accreditation by high school
coun~elors, principals, Indian tribal officials,
and other officials to the satisfaction of the
admissions' department to orovide us with the
kind of data we need.
But I have no doubt that
an examination, a suitable and acceptable
examination, could certainly be devised~
I think,
that is the slightest obstacle that we have to
face.
HEADY

Professor Beckel?

PROFESSOR BECKEL
This is an informational
question.
I am seeking information.
As I read
the ne~spapers about this, this was the one
requirement that was the most difficult for high
schools around the State to neet, is that not
correct?
What I am wondering is, how does this
modification revise that? What I am thinkinq
is that , although you give the high schools four
years for the high schools to hire someone perhaps,
perhaps an Anglo tho is an English-speaking
student in one of these small high schools would
be one person who would be the group of people
iho would find it very difficult to Meet our
entrance requirements.
I wonder if ~1r. t eaver
would comment on how the high schools express the
difficulty in meeting our former foreign language
requirement, would find this revision.
WEAVER
Of course, prior to 1970, when we
had subject requirements, foreign language was
not a part of those things , so 1e have never been
Placed in that position before.
But a survey that
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was done by the State Dep ar tnent of Education
last spring illustrated that there were about
fourteen or fifteen of the smaller high schools,
not metropolitan area high schools, that offered
no foreian language study at all in the high
school years.
Now, of course, that doesn't mean that
necessarily that the denands, future demands,
due de~ands, ~ould not be net by those schools
~ut they operate on very limited budgets.
Point of information?
HEADY

Let's pursue this .

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WESSLING
Jack, would
you comment, then, on how a small hiah school,
say in another part of the State, could -- I
nresume that the revision was to take into account
those small high schools~
KOLBERT
I would only say this, I don't know
why the small high schools in the State of New
::exico are less capable than the small high
schools in iyoming who have this language
requirement, or sparsely populated states such
as Vontana .
I don't knou why the small high
schools are any different than the small high
schools in other states really.
I think that they,
obviously, ,ould have to meet this requirement.
It might be difficult for a snall high school to
meet other requirements, too.
So, I think that
that question is really quite moot but remember,
also , that we are speaking about a very flexible
Program here .
This whole policy, if adopted,
has provisions for shortaqes or for deficiencies.
Certainly , in the exceptional case, we could
respond to that by having a student make up a
shortage here at the University as was the case
in mathematics or English and I would think that
these cases would be quite frequent, frankly.
0

Professor Waner?
~

r. President, I submit that we are
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.1.5
strayin g from the i mp ortant point of the
su ggested r e vision.
It seens to ~e, again , that
that i moortant point is the question, does
bilin g ualism or multi-linaualism contribute in
a cause and effect way to success in the
Unive rsity.
If it does, then, this is a very
a~propriate prerequisite.
If i t does not, then,
we should get rid of it.
HEADY
With those of you who are not
familiar with t h is, a faculty memher nay speak
not more than five minutes on the topic and not
me r e than t wice.
I would like to recognize
peoole who ~ave not yet spoken before I recogniz e
those who have spoken.
Yes,

vould you identify yourself, please?

PROFES SO R WE SSLI NG
Francis Wessling,
m.e c~ani cal ·engineering..
I think, at this point,
further debate is rather que stionable as to its
efficiency and so I would· move the previous
question.
HEADY
Well, the previous question has been
Moved and seconded.
I did not know that he was
going to make that motion 8 The motion on the
previous question , to remind you, is a motion of
closed debate and both on the notion before us.
We will vote on that rnotion on the previous
question ..
If it passes by a two-thirds vote, we
will t hen proceed to vote on the main motion .
Those in favor of the notion on the previous
question p l ease say " aye " .
Opposed " no. "
It
seems to me , c learly , that that i s a two - thirds
majority so we will proceed to vote on Professor
Kolbert's motion , which is a substitute notion.
~ow , before we vote , I think it might be
helpful for me to revie, the parliamentary
situation here .
This is a substitute motion .
If you are in favor of having a language
requirement , modified as proposed by Professor
Kolbert , you should vote for this substitute
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motion.
I~ you are oppose to this lanquaqe
requir~ment or any lanquaqe requir ment, you
shoule vote "no.•
If the su stitute passes, it will replace
the ot er motion.
If it fails, we will revert
to the notion t a t was made earlier on Jehalf
of the Sntranc. and ere its CoMmittee.
PROFESSOR ST G
I think there is a
slight error in wor ing in the motion.
Tould
you ave the motion read a9ain, ·1r. President.
'EADY
I do not have the exact language
but I will ask the secretary or the maker of the
motion to read it because it is important that
we get the language clear.
Professor Kolbert,
will you read it again?
KOLB ,RT
The distribution of suJject
requirements is to be as follows:
of the fifteen
inirnurn high school units, thirteen ust be as
follows:
English, three units; social studies,
t~o units; natural science, two units;
mathematics , two units; and here is the insertion.
Two uni ts of a single langua e ot 1er than ,nqlish ,
or the equivalent lan ua e ability as attested to
by appropriate certification by the student's
high school or throug an ap roved examination ..
The foreign language requirement would be
applicable to stuaents graduating after February
1979 , all other requirements being applicable
to students graduating a ter ebruary 1977. The
re aining units must e chosen from the list of
restricted electives.
no·

Are we clear about tle language,

?
JG;.,....

STt c LR

Yes, I think that Professor Kolbert
correcteL himself in reading the motion this time.
The first time , he said t,o units of a foreign
language other than nglish
e van t to make
clear that this is art of the intent o the
otion thats anish an Indian lan uages in this

•

.
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State are not foreign languages.
3EADY
ow , we have voted to go ahea
wit1 the vote on the motion, so I don't want to
entertain anythin g except questions as to
clarification as to the lanquaqe of the motion,
if t h ere is any such question .
Yes?
PROFESSOR JU
Isn't it possi le to be
against both motions and retain the 1ordinq?
You h aven ' t suggested that as an alternative .
HEADY
I didn ' t pur~ue i~
substitute and the main motion ,
that would be to leave i t as i t
yes.
I ' m glad that you pointed
Dean
apolitano?

,e reject the
t e effect of
was last snrinq,
that out .
Yes,

Can I have a definition for
NAPOLIT NO
restricted electives?
lI..... ADY
T at ' s an infornational question .
I don ' t think that i t applies to this particular
amendment but Dean Weaver , I think, would e in
the best position to say w at a restricted
elective is in this proposal .

WEAVE
To review i t , just refer to the
~hite sheet datec August 29th .
After the specific
subject atter areas , vhen we get to the remaining
units ass ecifie<l and blah , blah, blah , you will
see group A , group 11 , group C ..
Those re resent the
restricted electives .
POLI TANO
{EADY
SCHMIDT
'1r . Chairman?

Tank you .

Are we read

to vote?

ay we have i t ~ritten do1n ,

I·ADY
I think our rule do not call for a
vritten ballot.
I ' d e qlad to have civision, if
you ;ould like that
t1in , we will try an
ay
an nay vote and if any od~ re uests i t , ·1e
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will then have a show of hands.
Those in favor
of the substitute motion, nlease say "aye .. "
Oppose
"no.." The C air is in doubt and we will
have a vote and judging from our past experience,
we fill save time, I think, by doing this in
groups rather than all at once because of the
nature of this roan ..
Who are the tellers?
I will ask those in
favor of the motion ahove the top rail here to
sta~d ..
Those across this rail in favor of the
substitute motion - yes, seventy-two: no,
seventy-five.
The substitute motion is defeate ..
o , we will no, revert to further discussion
of the motion as submitted by tl
,ntrance and
Credits Committee.
Professor Schmidt?
SCP1IDT

I move the previous question ..

. EDY
The previou
Is there a second?
FACULTY MELBER

question has

1een

1oved

Second.

DY
Those in favor of the motion on the
previous question olease cay " aye .. "
Oooosed " no . "
I think , that ' s t10-thirds majority.
e 1ill now
vot on the motion .
Those in favor
lease say
" aye ." Opposed " no . "
I think, the motion is
carried .
I will vote if anyone asks for i t ,
howev r .
~fE

All right .
The ! otion as submitte by the
Entrance and Credits Committee is p ssed.
That's
the first of four roposals from the Entrance and
Credits Com. ittee .
I will recognize Dean r 1 eaver
f o r t e second .
Revision number two, i t is moved
E V,R
that the deficiency statements be clarified as
follo s -- and I might add that this really is
just a clarification and to give some detail of
the methods of ho\1 a student ay renove a deficiency •
., eficiency i ~ one or more of the fours ecified
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su - ject matter areas ( Bnglish, MatheMatics,
social science, and natural science) may he
re moved by taking the course or courses in
the areas of deficiency through ; (IL-) enrollment
in hiqh school ( day or niql.t divisio:Y or
enrollment in a technical vocational school;
tfJ enrollment in the appropriate course or
courses in t' e UtL1 ~ ontinuinq f;c1ucation Jl ivision;
(c) completion of an appropriate course or courses
in 1 ndependent j t udies ~ orrespondenc~ ,-1ork at
the UN l or soMe accredited institution of higher
learning . ~~ attainment of ACT core of twenty
or higher in the area or areas of deficiency;
~) attain"'1ent of~ conposite ACT !S core of twentyt·.10 or '!)etter.
In no case will courses
completed to remove subject matter deficiencies
be counted in fulfillment of requirements for
a baccalaureate degree.ti
I will move that.
HEADY
FACULTY

Is there a second?
ffiHBER

Second .

HEADY
Is there a discussion? If there is
no discussion, we will proceed to vote.
Those in
favor of the motion, please say "aye." Opposed
" no."
The motion is carried .
~EAVER
Revision number three -- it is the
last sentence of the Roman Numeral Three
paragraph -- it is moved that the statement
read 11 the minimum qualitativeid-requirements for
admission is a grade ~verageJ C ( two-point-o on a
four-point-o system
CA\.
all orior high sc~ool
credits !' dropping t e exclusion of ensenble music
and p ysical education credits as passed by this
Faculty in t~e spring.
FACULTY ~E~BER
hen you say high school,
·,here does that put the ninth grade , SOI"letimes
in the high school and sometimes
We are thinking in terms of nine
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t'1roug'1 twelve.
FACULTY . E:.B.: R
HE DY
second?
F :a rULTY

All right ..

~ e moved that notion; is there a
'1E:1BE R

Second.

HEADY
Is there a discussion?
Professor Ju?

If not, --

JU
In our previous language, it excludes
PE and ense mb le music.
I would like to put
ensemble music back in there.
HEADY Your purpose is to count ensemble
mus ic but not physical education; is that the
?Urpose?
JU
Yes, this way we will count ensemble
music but to continue on, exclude PE.
:IEADY
Hell, I think that the intent of
your motion is clear enough probably and if we
can, perhaps -- is there a second to that motion?
FACULTY

~

E~1BER

I ' 11 second it .

HEADY
It has been moved and seconded that
ensemble music be counted and physical education
not counted .
That ' s the essence of i t .
Is there
a discussion on this a endment? Professor
Thorson?
THORSON
.1 ay I ask ·what the rationale was
in throwing t ose two together?
WEAV"R
ell , both of those exclusions, Jim,
date back to thP pre-1970 policy and in terms of
tl-ie comryutation of the average , r.re retty nuch
Picked un the language of the 1970 policy a.d it
was , of course , adopted by the Co~~ittee and , then,
by the Faculty .
Then , we began to hear reactions
frorn our own music department , m sic educators
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~rem around the State and as a result o f t e
hearinqs this surnner, we felt that there was
really no justifiable basis for excluding
physical education and music.
And in many cases,
rather miniscule amounts of credit are involved
as w~ll ..

HEADY

Professor Schmidt?

SCH! IDT
I see no reason for excluding PE.
So,re of these extra uni ts they can take, shop
subjects or whatnot.
It also seens to me to
refer to a classical source, the role of gymnastics
and music are there paired together and I think,
t~ey should remain together.

·1EAD Y
You wanted some historical precedent;
there it is.
Is there other discussion? Professor
Koschmann?
PROFESSOR KOSCHAANN
The only rationale that
I can see for distinguishing between the two would
be that PE would be required and this is what
rniaht irritate the strainht A student who goofs
it uo, ihile music is never a requirement.
This
is the only difference in rationale that I can
oossibly see -- and correct Me if I am wrong -that PE is required in high school.
·lEAVER
A unit in health and PE is a State
requirement for accreditation.
Is there further discussion?
HEADY
Professor ~orrison?
P~OFESSOR 10RRIS0i
differ from music, as a
something like that?
!EADY

Ho does ensemble music
)and or orchestra or

De an 1icRae, do you

ant to --

DEA
1C RAE I'm sorry, Mr. President, I
didn't hear the question
r1ill you repeat it?
10RRIS0~

hat is t e signi icance o~ the

•

'I

....
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adjective ensemble: ~ow does ensemble music dif er
from , usic?
N~ V~~
.nsemble music refers to
oarticipation in band, orclestra, or chorus or
a "'maller cancer~
qroup.
1usic, without the
ensemble ~refix, is conceived to be studied in
general music, music histor~, or nusic theory
or some related su ject of that kind .
ORRISO"'·J
at issue here?
vEAVF:R
!EADY

That other kind of nusic is not
'Jo, it is not ..

Vice President Travelstead?

VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
I wou lcl liJ~e
to 3oeak aaainst the proposal.
I think, now, at
this point for u, to establish a hierarchy 1ere
at the University about what Hould and uould not
be included, and for us to e"clude,for exam le,
just that one area.
It doesn't win any arguments
to begin with and it would make a very small
difference in their overall averaqe.
I think, it
is not worth arguing about.
HEADY
Are you ready to vote? All riqht.
T ose in favor of the amendment offered br
Professor Ju , please say "a~e . " Opposed "no."
The ame~dment is lost.
Any urther ' discussion on
the ain motion? Those in favor o f t emotion,
please say " aye ." Opposed "no." The motion is
carried .
II

WEAVER
Revision number four ~ l t is moved
that these speci=ied subject matter requirements
apply only to students who graduate subsequent to
February) l977 .
However, students graduating rior
t o t at time~ should >nevertheless 1 nake every
effort to meet the regular requirenen .. '' nd the
reason that the Committee suggests this revision
is that there was considera le concern by the
t i e t a t the whole acka e was adopted l
soring: that really there was a minimal ~~~-time

"'
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of two years and we were thinkin g of juniors and
seniors and other qrou?ings that rniqht have
d ifficulty me eting the require ents otherwise.
So that this ~as just an additional flexibility,
built -in ..
HEADY
This is a change in the time,
effective -- the ti me of goinq into effect from
when? From t e fall of -vEAVER
It's a grandfather clause for those
people who will graduate bet1een now and
Se!)tember 1977 ..
HEADY

Is there a second to this motion ?

FACULTY

1EMBER

I ,ADY

Second ..

It has been moved and seconded ..

Dean

Darling?
DARLING

What would these actual months

be?
t,

EAVER

The fall semester of 1~77.

DARLINC
Anybody w o graduates as of the
fall semester of 1Q77, would be covered, is that
¥hat you are saying?
NEAVER
10, the subject matter requirements
~ould apply to those neople.
ut those peo e
who graduate prior to e)ruary 1977, would be
encouraged to, but it ould not be required ..
were t inking of students currently in
ig sc1ool, juniors and seniors
Per as, the
raduate next spring sometime or ayhe they go
into t
ar., et cetera.
You know, they would
not have to meet theses eci ied subject matter
requirements.
I mean, we •,ould like to see the m
met these requirements, but because they
graduate prior to 1977 , they ould be excus
from thi s ecified su ject atter require ent.
le
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P FESSOR RHODE
How does this di fer
from what ~ a already been passed? You have not
ans~ered t : e question of how it differs from the
oricinal motion.
I think I know hov it differs.
TRAVELSTEAD
T is. says that if a oer on qracluates before
February of '77 but doesn't apply for admission
here until the fall of '77 or '78, he or she
ould not be required to hav t i s pattern of
courses.
rhereas, the other one says, admission
here in the fall of '77, irrespective of when
t~ey graduate from high school.
So it is a
little more liberal on that tandpoint .
BEADY
All right.
I thin~, we
the difference.
Dean Darling?

ave i entifie

DARLING
I would like to move th t we
substitute February 1 78 for February of 1977.
I ADY

Is there a second?

·ACULTY •EBER
It has been moved and
seconded as an amendment that we suhstit te the
date 1978 for 1977 .
Is there a discussion on the
amendment? Professor Thorson?
THO so~
I think the trouble with it, is
vhat we have done by changin it to the semester
afte r we have im osed it is , in fact , to make
it invalid for that semester because a student
who graduates in the fall of ' 77 and apnlies for
admission here , because he graduated prior to
ebruary 1978 ill not be held up to the admission
requirement which we said e were putting in at
the fall of
' 77 .
So , I would ug est that if
we
ant to com romise bet~een t
rn , we should
sa Se tember or the fall of ' 77 because you're
really postponing the vhole ting for another
semester .
1EAV R
I understood that the Alb q erque
Pu'Jlic Schools ad oth rs 1ere saying , " Give us a
little hit mo r e
~ t i e to a ·ust our program,
to get our faculty , get them in th area where

~

.
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can make some shifts from one area to another."
Tat Nas my understandinq in t1em making that
request.
1e

HEADY

Professor P~odes?

RHODES
Is there some si<Jnificance to
Fe ruary instead of, say,
eptem er?
I
on't
understand why i t is February rather t1an
Seotember, why it i;as chosen as one of special
significance.
HEADY

Dean Huber?

DEA HUBER
Chairman and members of the
Faculty, I would like to attemnt to answer your
questions.
T1e Committee, at least the erson
1,0 made the motion, myself, is now before you.
And the members who I talked to about this led
me to believe that we were on the same wave
length, namely, to reaffirm our osition that
the admission requireMents of people co ing out
of high school and directly into the University
ould not be changed.
The reasonin , at least
my reasoning , for this was that those who
a
ear before us as well as those ho sent
letters and ~ho did not object to admission
requirements per se but rather the timing, said
that i t was all because o f t e language
requirement .
Therefore, if the language was
dro ped out , according to the State De artment
of Education and all various hig
chools, i t
was said that some would have some trouble with
math but no other trouble in staffin
and
offering all of the ot er requirements.
Therefore, ihy ut of for another whole
fresh. an class, exce t the araumen t beinq made
for those graduates or those 1ho have alread
graduated from hig school, 1 en UN has said
noting about admission r
1irements, who want
to come in in ' 77 , ' 78, ' 88.
So, t e
grandfat er clause was merely to take care of
those ~ho have alread~ graduated.
Then, in
' 77 ebruary , to pick up every stu ent 1 o is
no
a junior and the~ would be ex ected to meet

'.
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Is there further discussion on the
IIEP..DY
amendment? If not, we will vote on the amendment
offcr~f by Dean Darling to substitute 1978 for
1977.
Those in favor, please say "aye."
Opposed
"no." The amendment is lost .
Is there any other
deoate on the motion? Those in favor, please
·ay "aye."
Opposed "no." The motion is carriec.
~ow , that concludes the business on the
agenda.
Is there any other business.
Professor
Schmidt?
sc~:-.IT'1T
I was persua ed by one of the
handouts at the door, namely, the one fron the
~tudents, the ASUN~ President, that they have
raised an important point on the second page,
the ooint I was concerned about last year,
namely, the language of what we originally voted
and t1e mechanism that would be in order for
taking care of exceptional student coming from
a high school or not coming fro~ a high school
at all and meeting them at these requirements.
S~ould there be an exolicit mechanism for our
offering a way for then to be admitted and,
theiefore, would like to offer a further amendment
which is simply the wording on the second page
of that handout, establishing a joint facultystudent committee to hear cases from students
who did not meet the normal entrance requirements.
I would like a mechanism very explicit for them
to appeal to for admission.
FACULTY

1E 1BER

Second ..

HEADY
It has been noved an seconded .
I
don't know how many of you have t' is sheet i it
may or may not have been passed
t a t the
· eginning .
Any ow , I thin· that t a t is an
amendment that is in order.
Is there a discussion
on it .
Professor Koschrnann?
'OSCH A d
As I understand it, it is basically
to re.lace the review by the Committee on Entrance
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and Credits with another committee.
The provision
for t}ie students has already been in there and,
actually, has been there for years when the
Committee on Entrance and Credits or soneone
designated by them considered the admission of
People und~r separate circumstances and many
people had been admitted that way.
Whe ther it
is necessary to form a special coMmittee, 'beyond
the one that is already establi~hed for this,
I think, I really have my doubts.
HEADY
I ~ould like to ask, for purposes of
clarification since I think ~e need to know how
that -- this fits vith the rest of the docunent,
is this additional language to qo under the heading
of soecial admissions or is it substitute
language for the sentence that is there now which
says that a linited number of students nay be
admitted to the University each year without
regard -FACULTY
language.

IE1:BER

It would be substitute

IFADY
Well, the language as adooted has
as its last paragraph under th~ heading of
special admissions, a limited number of students
may be admitted to the University each year
wit out regard to the specific subject matter
requirements set forth above uoon review and
approval by the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
FACULTY ''1 HBER
This would change the last
clause after the comma, and suhstitutinq the
longer statement on the constitution of this
special committee that anpears on the handout at
the door for the review and approval of the
joint-faculty-student conrnittee et cetera.
~EADY Okay.
Of a joint student-faculty
committee w1ich s all be established?
FACULTY 41E
HEADY

BE

Yes.

To consider a

eals and so on.

11

.
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ri gh t.
Is there a debate on that amendment?
ould you identify yourself,
lease?
PRO·ESSO
1A
Y
''1eos1a lac.ey.
I don't
read it that way.
I ~ee the s ecial admissions
as being separate from this.
Th. joint facult y student committee would hear ap eal~ that were
denied
the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
HEADY
Well, I'm trying for clarification
because I t ink if the Faculty a d opt this, we
need to know 11.ow i t fits uith the rest of the
policy already adopted.
AACXEY
It says Ehat a joint studentfaculty committee shall be established to
consider appeals from ao licants denied ad~ission
to the University.
FACULTY H : i mI:R
As Professor ack:e pointed,
I t ink this was 1.1hat Professor Thorson vas also
ointing to.
B,ADY
So, you are really proposinq an
additional paragraph?

FACULTY
HEADY

EBER

Yes.

Is there a discussion now?

FACULTY TE BER
:1r . Chairman, I vould like
to refer this ~otion to the Policy Committee
for its reco~mendation.
FACUL Y IE BER

•

Second .

EADY
It has been rovec and seconded that
t i s oro osal be referred t o t e olicy Co 1ittee
for its consideration and it has be~n seconded.
I think a otion to refer is not debatable.
T ose
in avor o f t emotion to re er, lease say " aye."
0 osed "no." The Chair is in doubt.
Let ' s see
if e can resolve this by one standing vote,
however .
hose in favor of the motion to refer,
plea e
tand.
T ose opposed.
I think, it is
clearly a ajority who voted to re er.
The motion

,..
('
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business?

Is there any other
Professor ioodhouse?

PROFESSOR TlOODHOUSE
1r. Chairman, I
would like to submit to the Faculty a proposal
t~at ~e submit to the Board of Peaents of t~e
University , a memorial which explains to some
extent the reasoning for the recommendations
we are making with regard to the admissions
requirements.
f!y reason for suggesting this
is that many thinqs have haunened during the
sunmer to lead us to suppose that we cannot
count for certain upon the Regents' support
of the admission requirenents as ¥e have proposed
them.
Other groups have appeared before the
Board of Regents opposing these requirements
and I do not doubt that groups will appear again
before the Board of Regents now that we have
tossed the ball back to them on this question.
However, one difference between the Faculty
and the other groups is that the Faculty has
never offered a rationale or an explanation of
issues that ue seem to take for granted and
are involved in this question. ~hereas , the
other groups aopearing, have made arguments
before the Regents and in public and so forth.
Our voice ~as virtually een silent in this
res9ect.
All we have done is take measures but
we have not really made an attem~t to support
our case in .a larger arena and that arena
includes members of the State Legislature and
t~e Board of Regents.
And the decision regarding
our recommendation is likely to be made in that
arena.
The question is, do we or do we not wish
to have a voice in the Reqents' deliberations
regarding the matter .
I attempted to pre.are
a me orial which I propose we sub~it to them
in our name and I have nade copies of it which
I have attempted to distribute to the people as
t ey attended the meeting, as they ca e to the
meeting .
But I am sure that everyone does not
1 ave a copy.
If anyone ants to s~e a copy
1

Proposed
Memorial to
Regents .Q.!!
Subject of
Admission
Requirements

-
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o f t. is, I would pref~r, rather than taking the
ti~e to han d out copies, that they would take
the ti me to read them.
HEADY
ie will pass them and continue wit~
~hatever you rant to say.
So, you are qoing to
ma e this as a proposal;hefore we discuss it
any further, put it before us as a motionJ
WOODHOUSE

I shall.

FACULTY a E '1 BBR
and

r. Presinent?

I want to et this on the floor, first,
HEADY
e is not yet ready .

1e 11, I WOU ld like to as k
FACULTY ME 1B R
him if he would like to consider, since the
people haven't read it and 1e are almost out
of time , if he night consicer taking this until
the next meeting so that peo le would have time
to read it.

HEADY
floor and I
proceed .

Well , Professor iood ouse has the
iill let him roceed as he wishes to

lOQDqousE
I will attempt to answer your
question .
I
elieve t a t time is of the essence
here and I think it would not take us
ore than
five minutes to consider this.
I ~ould ,therefore,
like to move that we sub it this memorial to the
Board of Regents .
FACULTY ..

E 1 E

Second.

HEADY
It has been moved and seconded that
t' is memorial be acopted for submission to the
Board of Regents .
Is there a discussion?
Professor Kolbert?
KOLBERT
I • ould like to spea in defense
of this.
It is not a defense as related to the
uestion of the langua
requirement, though 1e
ma not see t i s .
I hav an ber of very close
relationships with the l_gislators of this State

l

•
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in another capacity, and I assume that they have
very strong feelings on the nature of the vision
of the University of New i1exico education.
Thcv
are very proud of their cnltural pluralisn and
their bilingualis~ in the northern part of the
State were this is a very imoortant facet of
life and I think that the7 would b e inclined,
if possibly to make their discomfort felt
in
t~e ways that they make their discomforts felt,
t o t ' e Rege1ts and other places and the deaf ear
that this •aculty, of all faculties, in a
bilingual, multi-culture state decided to
demonstrate.
I think that this kind of
statement would shore up our Regents.
I think,
it ~ould emchasize the fact that the Faculty
feel very strongly about the whole question o
requirements, admission requirements, and
standards because , surely, there are certain
Pressures on t~eM .
HE DY
Professor Woodhouse, I do not mean
this as a conment , pro or con , on the resolution .
~s a matter of information, which I don't think
has
een mentioned yet today , the Regents were
requested last :1ay after . the Faculty had adopted
the admission requirements , to take up this
matter directly .
Their response to that was
that they ded.ined to do that and they suggested,
instead , the procedure that has been prescribed
here today .
I just mention that to indicate
that at that juncture , at least , the Regents did
not show any inclination to consider this matter
directly or to overrule action of the Faculty
taken at that ti~e .
OODHOUSE
Now , may I respond to that .
r . Chairman , as I say , perhaps the most critical
indications of p r essure upon the Regents by
opposing groups and by the legislature has come
since the Entrance and Credits Committee held its
hearings this summer .
So , the inclination still
seems to require this kind of support from us
to them .
1

HEADY

Yes , sir?
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PROFESSOR I'Y~'1E~
.iy name is Kyner,
matheMatics.
I stronqly object to the basic
idea of somebody summarizing, )rior to discussion,
the reasons for whatever action we take.
So, I
think that this is objectionable on that.
Furthermore, I think that it is far too long for
us to consider in detail in the amount of time
t' at we have available.
ut just glancing at it,
a paragraoh that says, "Des ite any evidence to
the contrary, the following et cetera," is
ridiculous_
I think, we should be very careful
before we word surh statements.
I furthermore believe that the Committee on
Entran ce and Credits is well qualified to present
the Faculty review, too.
HE

DY

Is there further discussion?

PROFESSOR SAlDEPS I ask the question, is
any serious consideration being given to making
t e requirements for graduation from the
University include another lanquaqe?
I think,
this is very ger~ane to the topic.
IEADY
Tell, that is not be ore the body,
now, and has not been recentl~.
I think, that
is not germane to this motion that is before us
no~.,.
Professor Schmidt?
SCH' IDT
It seems to me that we have had
oresent with us this afternoon, the incoming
President of the University iho . has 1eard this
debate who can carry this discussion to the
~e ents.
It see~s to re ina rooriate at the
time of his corning, to pass such a menorial.
I
would prefer, myself, to see him go there to the
egents with ood faith on our part, having heard
this discussion.
EADY

Professor Thorson?

THORSON
I'm bot ered by the oint that ~vas
Made of the sudden consideration.
I miq1t point
out t a t it is one of the duties o the Policy

/ /7 r-: '
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COLLEGE OF ARTS ANO SCIENCES
BAC HELOR OF ARTS
MAJOR
eRUCE l AlNS WORTH
JOHN O ARCHULETA
CONALO . ALLEN BEGLEY
VALERIE ANNE BELL
CATHERINE V BENNETT
RCS ANN~ BOGNER
SUE ANN S BRINKLEY
JERON liCA L BUSTAMANTE
~ARY ELL EN CHAVEZ
STEVEN . J COLEN
<EV IN JAMES COYNE
JOHN HCOGE OEX.T ER
IAME S ·18 0 I CK SON
:AV ID WAYNE DOWNS
HCHAEL JEROM{ DOYON
JEANETTE ELAINE .DUFFY
fHOMAS JOSEPH DUFFY
:LSIE ELICIA DURAN
iTEPHANI E M ELL IOTT
.INDA ~ FERNA NDEZ
INGELLCA R GONZALES
INNETTE T GRISWOLD
.CU GUTIERREZ-l.AMORA

INTHON,Y L GUTIERREZ
HATCHER
1
AULA l HERT EL
!ARK WARREN HETELSON
!ETTY ~AR l E C HOLCOMB
llMMIE RAY HUDGENS
'.USAN J S JARAMILLO
,AREN JANE KOL ET AR
EAN ANN KOVAL
lCHAEl J KRAM PN ER
OSEPH J LESZCZYNSKl
AVID KENT LEWIS
AVID VICTOR LOPEZ

1lCH.AEL VANCE

AULA A MACKE l

EARL SADIE MADRID
OBERT P MA IDEN
AVONA WREATH MASON
EFFREY NE ll MCKINNEY
ARCIA MARIE MILLER
EWI S R MOORE
AROL ANN MOSSMAN
ASEVEDO NEVAREZ
AR A R PROCTOR
R IL y t\ J OAN R I C E
~~~E A RlZZIERI
K ~OMERO, JR

6~!0

~ NINE H ENCINIAS

ECONO MICS
PSYCHOLOGY
SPANISH
SOC lOLOGY
PSYC HOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY
SPA NI SH
SPANISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECON
6 POL SC
HISTORY
HIST ORY
& COM OS
PSYCH
HISTORY
BIOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCI OLOGY
ANT HROPOLOGY
ANT H
6 PSYCH
HISTORY
SPEECH COMMUNICAT(ON
, SPANISH
POLITICAL SCLENCE
SPEECH COMMUNlCATLON
PSYCHOLOGY

MINOR
MA THEM A TI C S
BI OLOGY
L l t\GUI STI CS
RETROACTI VE 5 / 18 / 75
PO L ITICAL · SCIENCE
ENGLIS H
SP ECIAL ED UC ATLON
LI BRARY SCIE NCE
POR TUGUESE
PO R TUG UE SE
PHILOSOPHY
P H ILO SOPHY
ANTHROPOLGY
AM ER I CAN

ST UDIES
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
SPANISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE .
SOC IO LOGY
SP AN I SH & POLITICAL SCIENCE
ENGLIS H
ENGLISH
ANTHROPOLGY
ENG LISH
SOCIOLOGY

ENGLISH

THEATRE ARTS

ANTHROPOLOGY
POLlTICAL SCIENCE

SOCIOLOGY
· SOCIOLOGY
AMERICAN STU DIES
ANTHROPOLG't'
PSYCHOLOGY
PH ILOS OPHY
D ISTRIBUTED MINOR
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
HI STORY
MATHEMATICS
S OCIOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

PSYC HOLOGY
SPEECH COMMUNICATI ON
HISTORY
ECONOMICS
GEOLOGY
SPANISH
ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY
CH EMISTRY
E~GLISH
CHEMISTRY
COMMUN DISOR DERS
ANTH
& POL SC
FRENCH
& PHIL
SOC IOlOGY

GE RMAN
B 1 OLOGY

Bl CLOGY RETROACTIVE 5 / 18 / 75
SPEECH COMMUNICATIO N

POLITICAL SCIENC E

H ISTORY
ENG LLS H
FRENCH
EC ONOMICS
J OU RNALISM

FRENCH

ENGLISH

PSYCH OLOGY

ENGLlSH

POLITICAL SCIENCE
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COLLEGE OF ARTS ANC SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MA·JOR
WARY LCUELLA S AHO

lOBERT FRANK SANCHEZ
JOYCE f' P SCHNEIDER
'HllIP P SCIARROTTA
IARK STEPHEN SHELFORD
:UZABETH C SHIRK
JOEL SIMKO
; lONEY ALFRED STOTTS
'ARY K SURRETTE
,OBERT GLENN TEEL
'AUL TESKE
,EORGE W THOMASON
,ECIL IA O TORRES
I PAT R,IC K T RU J I L L 0
ATRICIA A TYRRELL
ETE V ~LOE Z
lT ZI ,ANN V I G I L
ANO I 1INGR IO WAL SE TH
AWRENCE F WEBSTER
AL S ~EISBERGER
ICHAR ,D VINCENT WHITE

HARLES LEE WRIGHT

MINOR

SPANISH
FRENCH
SOCIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
COMMUN DISORDERS
PSYCHGLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
MUSIC
ANTHROPOLOGY
CHEM( STRY
PHILOSOPHY
CHEM(SfRY
POLITICAL SCIENCE & JOURNALISM
At'-.T HROPOLOGY
HI STORY
SPEECH COMMUNlCATICN
ENGL I SH
HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY
MATHEMATICS
ECO NO~ ICS
ANTHROPOLGY
PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
AN THRO POL GY
ART
SPANISH
POLITICAL SCLENCE
HISTORY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
COMMUN DISORDERS
ENGL
~ PSYCH
HISTORY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOC IO LOGY

PHILOSOPHY

POLITICAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MAJOR

ATRICIA C FANNO
USAN LORRAINE FISHER
TEPHEN

RAYMOND GOMEZ .

0SEPH ROBERT

GUSH

UDITH M HOLMBERG
AN[EL SCOTT JEWELL
HRISTOPHER P J KELLY
-iRlSTCPHER S KENT
tRRL WlLL IAM MCBRIDE
JOREY ·ANN MERRITT
~GER ALAN OA SE
:RRY LOUISE ROOT

~ENOA LEA STEVENSON
JWARO VOYNOW
~N Cli.AUOE WAR

MINOR

PSYCHOLOGY

BICLOGY

BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

SOCIOLOGY·

MATHEMATICS
MAT HE MAT lCS

& PSYCH

BIOL

CC~PUTING & INFOR SCI
SPAN I SH

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
MA THE MAT lC S
BIOL
& CHEM(BA)
MA THE MAT l CS

CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY

BICLOGY
CHEM( STRY RETROACTIVE 5/18/75
CHEMISTRY
PS 'tCHOLOGY
ECONOM[CS
ENGLISH

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

MAJOR
:BRA ANN G ARCHUNDE

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

MINOR

..
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOl~GY
MAJOR

t-ELENA CROWELL
~ILLIAM J CRISCCLL
JANE ANN FLICK
PATRICIA ELLEN GARCIA
LYNN DIANNE GREENLEE
THAIS DARLENE GULATI
GERALDINE E H [ CK EY
PATRl'C,IA A HODGES
:AROL YN M MILL ER
~NG EL ICU E B S HO EMAK ER
.INDA LEE SMITH

MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
MEDICAL
~EDICAL

MINOR

TECHNCLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOG~
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNCLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINSTRATIVE SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR
FRANK BLUE
: ET ER ·( I l BE RT

I

'HOMA S

HOLL YF IE LO

'HOMAS HENRY NOEDING
·UI S R ORT 1·Z, I I

FINA NCIAL MANAGEMENT
ACC DUNT ING
ACCOUNTING
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT
COLLEGE OF EDUCATICN

eACHEl OR

OF AI{ TS

I N E OU C AT ION

MAJOR
LEANO~E l ADDINGTON
ICHAEL T A IN SWOR TH
ERR I ARMBRUST ER
ATTI f BR OCKH OFF
LORIA JEAN BROOKS
HRISTCPHER l CARSON
~VID ANDREW CHERVICK
ANCY {R IS COLL
EBORA~

JEAN FEENEY

HHER•IN E HARVEY
JS AN JOYCE HERMAN

~NE HAN NE TT HUE TER
lLL I AM CRAIG KNOCHE

SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
SPECIAL EDUCATION
FRENCH
ART ECUCATION
SP~CIAL EDUCATION
SOC[Al STUDIES COMP
ART ECUCATION
SPC ED t P E
ENGLIStJ
CGMMU~ ARTS CCMPOSITE
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SOCIAL STUDIES CO~P

CURR IC

MINOR

SEC EO
SPC EC
SEC Er.
ART EC

RECREATION
TE SOL
PSYCHOLOGY
RETROACTIVE

5/ 18 / 75

PSYCHOLOGY

SPC EL
SEC EC
ART ED
SPC El

SP EECH COMMUNICATION

SEC ED
SEC EC

PSYCHOLOGY
ENGL I.SH
AThLETiC COACHING

S PC EC

SPC ED
SEC EC
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BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUC AT ION
MAJOR
~MILA LILLlAN KOLINS
ANYA ;E LEON ARO
~RT lN LUERAS
TEPHEt\ CRISE MYERS
NTHONY T PAGLIARO
OSE O RCM ERO
AULA SCH OTTER
LIZABETH T SM ITH
VLY~DA TOLEDO
YNTHlA ANN WEBER

MINOR

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
SPANISH
SGClAL STUDIES COMP
SOCIAL STUDIES CO~P
t; TESOL
SPAN
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDLCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ENGLISH

CURR IC

PSYCHOLOGY

SPC
ART
AN THROPOLGY RETRO 5/18/75 SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
COMMUN DISORDERS
SPC
PS'tCHOLOGY
SPC
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPC
TESOL
SEC

EC
E[
E(

El
ff

El

El
El
El
E!

BACHELOR OF ARTS lN RECREATION
EGORY JONES

MAJOR
RECREATION

AN E ELL EN . POW DRE LL

RECREATION

MINOR

CURR IC
RECREA

RETROACT I VE 5/18/7 5

RECRE f

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE lN EDUCATION
MAJOR
ENN IE AR ELLAN ES
STHER DINESMAN BERG
ELBA ,JEAN BESSON
~RA BCYO
:LEN BRODEUR
:NNIS P C.ARPENTER
~RMEN CLARK ·
-EANO RA A CURLEY
~EZ H DELVALLE
tt"'ELA ELL EN EARL
~ROL ANN FERR ARO
~BORAH W FLANNERY
:NA MAE FREEL AND
iR[ST[NA GALLEGOS
~CHAEL R GARCIA
:RRY i·JA y GEE
lULA JO GEISSLER
~ELL REVELL GUZMAN.
:BECCA NATTRESS HALE
ISAN lUDW IG HAMMOND
.NDA BREWSTER HUDSON

~ S Ep H1I NE B J OE

BILLY JCHNSON
ICY ~ORTON JONES
.ARA KINNEY
IRLA .,ORTENSEN KIST

:RMAN

MINOR

EARLY CH[LDOOD ED
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ENGL I SH
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
HO~E
ECONOMICS
MATHEM~TICS
BILINGUAL EDUCATLON
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
SP~NISH
ELEMENTARY ECUCATICN
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
BUSINESS EDUCAT[O,-..
BILINGUAL
EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCATICN
Bll[NGUAL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCATICN
ART
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
ElEME~TARY EDUCATION
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BIL EDUC/SOC STU COMP
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EARLY CHlLDOOO ED
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY ECUCAT ICN
Hl
STORY
BUS l N E S S E O UC A T I Of\ CQMP
EARL¥ CHILDOOO ED
ELE~E"TARY EDUCATION
EL ED
& S PC ED
MU S l C & PHOTOGRAPHY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDOOO ED
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCA1IGN
BILINGUAL EOUCATlON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EARLY CHlLDOOO ED
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EOUCATlON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BUS IN ES S EDUC AT l O~ COMP HISTORY

CURR IC
El EC
EL cD
SEC Er
EL EC
EL ED
SEC H
El ED
EL ED
EL EO
El ED
EL

EC

EL
EL
El
EL
El

EC
ED

SEC

EL
EL
El
EL
EL
EL
El

EC
EC

EO
EC

ED
EO
EO
ED

EC
EC

EO
El EC
SEC ED
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR
~NN E M'CGRA TH MI TC HE L
:HRISTEL MOOSE
~AE B f,IYERS
JCHN P OOONOGHU E, JR
,ARCISSA ROSE PATRICK
<AY LYNN PHELPS
)ANNY ,"1 ROCRrGUEZ
:SABEL RODRIGUEZ
[RENE B SANCHEZ
!ARY LCU[SE SILVA
IAGDALENE G TAVASCI
.UF [NA Y. TOLEDO
;[LEEt-. M WALDSCHMIDT
.AUR A ~ WA LlAC E
CRRAINE N YAZZIE

MINOR

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCAT(CN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCAT JO N
ELEMENTARY EOUCATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
MATHE1"ATICS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCAT ION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CURRIC

ART EDUCATION
EARLY CHILOOOD ED
EARLY CHILOOOD ED
HI STORY
BlLINGUAL EDUCATION
EARLY CH I L 00 0 D EQ
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
SP AN I SH
ENGLLSH
ENGLISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILOOOD ED
SPAN I SH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
EARL¥ CHILDOOD EO

EL EC
El EO
EL ED
EL EO
El ED
EL EO
El EC
El EO
SEC EC
EL ED
El ED
EL EC
EL EO
EL ED
El EC

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCAT[ON
MlNOR

f'I AJOR

ATHLEEN GUT HR IE
MA

SA t\DOVAL

HEALTt- EDUCATI ON
HEAlT~ EDUCATION

CURR IC

BIOLOGY
THEATRE ARTS

H ED
H ED

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HO ME ECONOMICS
MINOR

MAJOR
UDITH EVA WINTERS

HEC ED

&

CURRIO

DIET

HOME E

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
MAJOR
)ITH ~ALL KING
.I ZAB ETH M MARES
JllANt\E MARTINEZ

MINOR

CURR IC
'

HOME ECON EDUCA Tf CN
t-OM E ECON EOUCAT<ION
HOME ECON EDU CAT l CN

H EC E:
H EC E
H EC E:

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
~AJOR
lNO MARQUE z
IN~y RA\' MOON

[L

INDUSTRIAL EO UCATICN
INDUSTRIAL EOUCAT·ION

MIND R

CURRlC
SEC EC
SEC El
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MAJOR
RON NICK CONTRERAS
FPANK JOE GARCIA

TOM P TORRES
KENNETH M TRUJILLO

PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL
PHYSICAL

MINOR

EDUCATIC~
EDUCATION
ECUCATION
cCUCATID~

BICLOGY
ATHLETIC COACHING
HEAL TH EDUCATION
HISTORY

COLLE(E OF ENGINEERING
BACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

CHARLES F I-ART
iARY MARTIN KUHN
~OBERT MONTOYA

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

:ANIEL EDWARD LOTZ

JOHN NEAL
It\ THCNN JOHN JR ROSS
;LYNN EDWARD ROTH
JERRY

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

bACHElOR OF ARTS IN FINE ARTS
MAJOR
LCLBLAOES ALFARO
ELEN AL TAM[RANO
TEPHE~ E FISCHER
All~E J WETZEL HANSEN
LIZABETH JEFFRIES
EBORAt- G POOLESNEY
USAN ELIZABETH STAMM

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

STUDIO
HISTORY
STUDIO
STUDIO
HISTORY
STUDIO
STUDIO

RETROACTIVE

5/18/75

CURR IC

P E
P E
P E
p E
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BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
MAJOR

JANET ANNE CARPINELLI
JCHN

PETER COPOULOS

DAVID ANDREW DORL

LEE R CUOLEY
CAVLD KEYES GIEGERICH
~ lCHA·E l H l DALG C
M~RY T~OMAS HUTCHINS
Jlf'f'Y /\EAL LACY
lATRIClA ANN MlLLS
CCNNA FRANCES REEL
llNOA OAK \oiEISSMAN
lICHARD KITTS

ART STUDIO
ARC I-ii T EC TUR E
ART STUDIO
THEATRE ARTS

JIRCHI TECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ART STLDIO

ARCHITECTURE
ART STUDIO
THf:ATRE ARTS
ARCHITECTURE
THEATRE ARTS

RETROACTIVE 5/18/75

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

MAJOR

tOBERT LEW[S GEIWITZ
INN E SOMERVILLE
r ~RA LYNN T IOW Ell

r,cus IC
MUSIC
MUSIC

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

JNA LO JOHN LUJAN

.
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

CONNA JEAN All I SON
JANET 1LOUISE CLOUGH
St.SAN ·JOAN COTNER
KATHLEEN ANN EWING
HI\AlD

A NELS ON

CATHER ·INE F OCON NOR
VERON l!CA C PENA
JOSEPHINE PINO

VALESKA MELISSA RAEL
JANET ~ARIE UDELL

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
8ACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

JCHN H eANKER, IV
.ARR Y DEAN LOR I NG

GRADUATE SCHOOL

COCTOR Of EOUCATlC~ .
MAJOR
'C f\'E L lE A RMS T RONG
ON WILLIAM HARDWICK

CURR IC

&

INSTR

CURRlC & INSTR

MASTER OF ARTS
MAJOR
TEVEN CRAIG ABRAMS
RANCES L ADAMS
AMES I\ ALLEN

ERRy LEE ANDERSON
OP HI E ARCH I BE QU E
~DOZJA MINT{R ASKEW
AMILLA R BACA
~Ht\ BAKus
t:RRy ·JAMES BARTON

GUIOAI\CE

ART EDUCATION

GU I OA.NCE
GUIOAI\CE

ELEMENTARY EOUCATIUN
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ELEMENlARY EOUCATlON
EOUCAT[ON ADMINI6TRAT
GUICAI\CE

.... .
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74

MASTEµ OF ARTS
fJAJOR

SUZANNE BAUGHER
At\N E EECKw ITH
~ICHAEL E BEVACQUA
f rEOCORA ANN BORREGO
: l EAN 0-R P 8 ROW NS T E I N
3ETTY ,JANE B BRYANT

ELIZAE·ETH C BUNDY
:MIIJY 1THERESA CASADOS
.OIS OEBRA COHEN
JAMES OE AN OE CK ER
iARA LCPEZ DERAMOS
1ARY MEL INCA DEXTER
JAMES F DU OD I NG
:HARLES EVANS
~ARRY STEPt-,EN ·FISH
IERNLCE MCCAIN FISKE
IANCY t,- FOSTER
.AURIE JOY CE FR l EDMAN
'lCHAEL M FROST
1
ATR IC IA S GEHRMAN
lOE R <:ONZALES
!ARBARA JEAI\ GOOCH
:RIST INA MARIE GORE
1ANCY
LEE GRAHAM
'ARILYt\ L GRAYSON
,ANCY PAULA GREENMAN
,EORGE PHILLIP GRIEGO

LOU HALL
ANCY FOX hANSEN
REDRIC REED HARSHE
LA DYS HAY ~ODD
AND ACE ANN F HOGAN
LDITH ANN HOSTETLER
UANITA MARIE HUDSON
IRGINIA S ~ANICK!
RIC BARTON JOHNSON
ICHARC P JOHNSON
UlANf\E BOWMAN KANE
ALE RCB IN KLEIN
tiARL'OTT E MAE KLUCHER

IAR Y

ATRICIA KREINER
ALL y ANN KRU I S
LCf\A ~OGERS LENHART
ESLIE JANE l'EVlTT
EAN MARIE CRUZ LOPEZ

:Ry

L(UISE GEER MAES
URA f\AN MARC US
:NCEE JANE MATTHEWS
RAH CORET MCANULTY

GU(DANCE
SPECIAL EOUCAT(ON
~ATHE~ATICS
SPECIAL EDUCATIO N
SECCNOARY ECUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCAT(CN
ELEMENTARY EDUCA T ION
ElE~E~TARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAl EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATlCN
ART EOLCAT(ON
ART ECUCATION
SPECI~L EDUCATlO~
MATHEMATICS
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
GUIDANCE
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELE~E~TARY ECUCATION
GUlCANCE
GUI CANCE
ELEMENTARY EDLCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GUIDA~CE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATICN
SPECl~L ECUCATlON
SPECIAL EDUCATICN
ANTHROPOLOGY
GUIOA~CE

.

ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
SPECl~L EDUCATION
GUI CANCE
ELEMENTARY ED~CATI ON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ART
.
GUI DANCE
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATIO~
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ART ECUCATION
ELEME~TARY EOUCATIGN
GU I DANCE
ART ECUCATION
GUI DANCE
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCA~lCN
APT
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MASTER OF ARTS
MAJOR
FLORENCE MCCABE
JOAN C~UME MCCARLEY
RALPH GILBERT MENDEZ
RALPH J MIRABAL,JR
JUDY CLI VAS MONT OY A
BARBARA JEAN MURPHY
SALLY ;K MURPHY
JEAN HEITMANN NEELY
: ARO LYN HAR UM I O AS
CCNN IE PARKS
~OBERT C PAUL
~ICHELE S PENDLETON
:CRELLA CAIRE PEREA
!ARBARA A PFLUGl:R
:AROL LEE SMITH PITTS
:1x1E LEE POPE
lLGA E QUINTANA
iUE ELLEN RAEL
llJTH O RESTA
IARGARETTE D ROMERO
IARY A RON EV
llTA ADDISON ROSSOL
:RANCES E SAAVEDRA
:CWIN A SANCHEZ
IESSlCA E SElBERLING

GRETTA ANN SERNA
,UZAt\N I M SHRUBSALL
•lANE JEAN F SIEGEL
ANIEL J SILVERMAN
ALLY G BAY STEFFfN
AT R I C•I A F STE WAR T
ANCA PEARL STOCKTON
~ SMARR STROMMEN
OHN HENRY STURTEVANT
y NT t- l A T AFOY A
CHN LEROY TEMPLE
IRGINIA KP TOPPING
THEL lCUISE UDOVICK
HILlP J ULANOWICZ
E IO RtCHARC VANDELL
lRGINIA At-.N VANPELT
lJZANNE VAUGHAN

CANNE LOU lSE WALDMAN
ANCY ~OLBROOK wEEKS
AR y AL ICE WE I DLE
~ERYL ANN WHALEN
AVERNE T ~ILLIA~S
Oy RAY YORK
~CMES ~ALTER ZALEWSKI
. TORIA VAN DEUSEN

ELEME~TARY EOUCA~ION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GUICAt-.CE
SPEECH COMMUNICATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMEt\TARY EDUCATICN

SPEECH COMMUNICATION
GUIOAt\CE
ELE~Et\TARY EOUCATlCN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
FSYCHCLOGY
ELEMENTA~Y EDUCATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
GUIDANCE
GUIDAt\CE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATLON
~ECREATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GUlDAt\CE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ECUCATION AOMlNlSlRAT
ELEME~TARY EOUCATICN
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ART ECUCATION
ELE~E~TARY EOUCATICN
SP E EC H C OM MUN I CA T I CN
ELE~Et\TARY EDUCATION
ELE~Et-.TARY EDUCA[lCN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
FOUt\OATIONS OF ED
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ECOt\OMICS
ELEMENTARY EOUCATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GUlCAt\CE
PSYCHGLOG\I
ART

sec IOLCGY
ELEMENTARY EOUCA 'TION
ELEMEt-.TARY ECUCATION
SPECIAL ECUCATIC~
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GUIDA~CE
ART
SPEEC~ COMMUNICATION
SPANISH

.·-
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-· ~ 76
MASTER

OF ARIS

MAJOR
~llllA~ ZA.MORA
CIAN~ LORAY ZAVITZ

SPECIAL ECUCAllC~
FGUND~TIONS OF EO

~ASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ACMINCSTRATION

~ ICt-AEl W A~MANN
EC~ARO F UALTON
FOBERT E KIRKPATRICK
CH~ l~C~S

CEB GR At- ANt\ C t,,ILLER
ELGENE JOSEPH MO SER
CA~lEL OwlGHT WEAKS

MASTER

CF ARCHITECTURE

C(NALC W BARTON
fl O)O ~TRUB

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHI~G BUSINESS SUBJECTS

FLORA ul~cf'.IEZ

SILVA
MASTER Of ART! IN TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS

MASTER OF ARTS JN TEACHING MATHE~ATICS

~Alt: R ARAU JO

-
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~ASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING SCIENCE

GCN MICHA EL HARVEY
JCA~~E E PAYNE

MASTfµ OF BUSINESS AO~lNlSTRATION
MAJOR
llMOlH)' R •AUNEKA

BUS[NESS ~CMlt\
MASTER OF FLNE A~1S
MAJOR

JA~ES fHCHAEL

SCOTT

Flt\E MHS
MASTER OF MUSIC

~AREt\ JAKIELA
~NOR EA MAXEY

MASTER Of SCIENCE

AV ID ~XTELL BO \'O
:ATR(Ct< TERENCE BKADY
.ECELIA V CARTER
.
~ZENWA FELIX CHIZEA

~EORGE

A~THGNY CGNDER

:ECTOR DELIMA,JR
:LAINE 'LANE BAt-M FOX
1
ICHAEt: F FURNEY
:OBsy !JACK

HANSEN

-ElSER;r JEROME .,_AROY
:R~E A~Tl-iOt\ HE:f\OEN

.CWARC ALLEN C HILL
.INOA SUE KING
:lNOA ~UE KOEHLER
:AROUK M KONASH
,AROL't~ J LUCERO
ARLA uEAN LUDl
::~REL J P MERRILL
y Si>ARGf\ NILSON

CCM"1Ul\ OlSCRCERS

CIVIL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY
CIVLL ENGINEERING
8 IOLO GY
CIVIL EN~INEERlf\G
PHYSICAL EOcCATIC~
Ct-sEMISTRY
HEALTH ECUCAT [Ct\
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICS
CCMM~f\ OISCHCERS
HEALT~ EDUCATION
FHYSICtL ECUCATIO~
CIVIL ENGINEERING
~EALTr EC~CATION
~EALT~ ECUCATIC~
COMMUN 01SORDERS
COMMUN DISORDERS

7?
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-.

.

MASTER OF SCIENCE

~AJOR
HCHARC ALLEN OGE

JAMES ROESCH

JOSEPt-

JEBORAH JOAN SHON! NG
WARGAR H C SUB t:R
CARRELL GEt\E THOMAS
~ARIA ~ELLS Tl Kt<Af\EN
;nMON{ GEORGE TRACE
:AH hAYNE WASSON

lCNNA

~

Zl MMERMAN

BERNARD FERKEL
flAROLD P QUEISSER

ROSS

CCM1"Uf\ DISCROERS
MECt,ANICAL ENGR
CCM~U" DISGRCERS
COMMLN O[SOROERS
COMPUTING & I NFOR SCl
CHE"'11STRY
COMMUN DISORDERS
CHEMISTRY
CCMr-iU" OlSCRCERS

CIVIL ENGINEERING
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

HAJCR
'AULA fRANC IS ALLEN
JEFFREY CON ALO BAXTER
:AVID t<ITTC BILLINGS
1 ILL 1AM DAV ID
DROWN
: ~ ED CI V I S BUS CH E
lCuGLAS W CROUCHER
ICHN C~L VER

:CIRU~tO DEMELLO
IICHARO A FRIEDBERG
fURM AN
i(BERT JCHt\ HENLEY
ILBERT BENJAMIN HIAT
lLLlE PEARL HOWARD

1ECA.H

IAHES ~ HUTCHINSON
IOANN hUNTER KRUEGER
'ARY f'~UREEN

LAY

IAlPH f-CLE::00
~OHN M~UR[CE PACHECO
;~VIO \dlLIAM PUGH
,ALPH A ROwU: y
iGBERT C SATTELMEYEK
,liRYSTcs D SIOEREL IS
ICHARC ALAN SUGEKM .ON
'~RLENt F VENARCOS

'~OREA H VIERRA
0Bt:
RT KENNETH VIERRA
.~ESTE~ STANLEY WIER
)~~RGE WINCHEL l
ID A GOVERNSKI

nc

HAEL D WHITESAGE

AMER I CA f\ S TL·OI ES
ECONOMlCS
FSYChCLGGY
ELECTRICAL ENGR
GEOLOGY
f\UCLEAR E~Glt\EERl~G
PULITLCAL SCIENCE
ACMlNIS t SUPERV
Ef\GLISH

AMERICAN STUDIES
PUPIL FERSUNNEL $ERV
fOUNDATICf\S CF EO
ENGLISH
At,iERICM-.. STUCIES
AOMlNlS & SLPERV
ENGL I St,
~CMANCE lAf\GUAGES
AOMINl~ £ SLPER\J

.DMERICAN STUDIES
hISTURY
ENGLI~H
CURRIC t INSTR
BIOLOGY
FOUNDAT[ONS OF ED
FCUNOATIC~S Cf EC
At\THRCFQLCGY
PSYC'"1CLOGY
CURRlC & INSTR

PSYCHOLOGY
AMERICAN STUDIES
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES
EACHELOR QF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

~RY MtlX ACAMS
hAHLES W .ANDREWS,JR
E NETH DALE. ASHTON
C IN UOHN eARAGIOLA
tBORAH DIANE BARBER
C TT EA~NEE BERGER

A 'I LYNN BILLINGS

t RE~CE H BIRKHAUSER
'9ERNGN BOYD
t ORAr ANNE BROGDON
A RY t- BRCCKS
4 RIS(N LtE BURRALL
·OMAS M CALDWELL
:r~~y ~ JR CA~PeELL
:HN PAUL JR CAR~EY
: GE M CHAMBERS

!\ RY

IRTI~ JOSEPH CHAVEZ
ARLE l CO LNTE E
~lER IE .J GEM BROW SKY

:BE RT CDElL DU~CAN
:E: RO} DURAN
'Ney UUN E EVANS
IR IA C FERNANDEZ
S SAN FULLAM
,Le ER.T C (ALL EGOS
VI C tRTHUR GARCIA
'~ EL P GARCIA
A CN AL ISON GErR

lL H CORDES

RETROACTI VE 5/ 18/ 75
RETROACTIVE 5/ 18/ 75

'
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BO
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
8ACHELCR Gf Uf\lVE~S[TY STUCIES

PENNY MARIE GILLER
JtME:S JRTrUR GRAHAM
~IlllE C HAGINS
REGGIE LEE HARDWAY
HUCE EVERETT t-lCKS
~ICHARC C KELLEHER
HELLE) Z KLAPPHOLZ
~CNALC JAMES LUCERO
GEORGE GENE LUERAS
PHL A-RNOL O MART IN, JR
CC~ALC E tJART lt-.EZ
~ARY JEt-.Nlf\GS MAY
Ct-ARLEi P MCKELVEY
RUSSELL ALLEN MERRILL
CLARA CRLII\OA t'IERA
CCNSTAt\CE KAY M[LLER
JCY hti~CRAfT MONGE
CAt\IEL Af\ THON¥ MGRR[ S
llll8A LUCILLE MUSSO
CATHERINE A NEUHAUS
JLLIE 1iNN ~ICEWAt\Of:R
klLLttitJ JOJ1N NICOL
~ICTOR IA K POG I CL I
CATHER1NE L ROBB
IIILLIAfo! J ROCHE
CAR Cl tJ EA f\ ~ E RU VOL O
RCBERT C SEIDL
~ALP.H t SENA
EARB~Rt DALE SIEGEL
'LLEN ~ILVERSTElN
)lEPhEf\ E SKINNER
~AUL k-,LKER jR SMITH
AUL Ci\MERON SPENCER
JChN J SULLIVAN
'.?Y llCWER TRATECHAUO
~ RALC EO~ARO VANDAM
:RNEST L VIGIL
'.ARJORfE WARNER
,CNSTAt-iCE LEE wELDGf\
I~.. ~ WILL I M1 WELLBUHN
)iERT HEt\R¥ WEST
i EPHAI\IE
~ ~ILLIAMS
CN~ P WOOD

AVID M ROBILLARD

RETROACTIVE 5/18/75

RETROACTIVE 5/18/75

RETROACTIVE 5/18/75
RETROACTIVE 5/18/75

RETROACTIVE 12/21/74

RETROACTIVE 5 / 18/75
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...... .
COMMUNITY SERVICE wORKERS

ASSOCI~TE OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE

J,f\ET (: ARtiGON
JCHN TERfc¥ BRI $COE
C~RMEN A CANDELARIA
UPI-NE LAUREL KNOBLER
CAR~Et\ R

LLERAS

EVELYN JOYCE PA I SANO
l 11\CA V ROflERO
eARBAR~ JEAN Sl~MONS
LINDA lEE SPARKS
li~Y LUCILLE WHITE

EDUCATION
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

lrARGARET M ARCHULETA
ROSE M CORDOVA
CHARLOTTE GARCIA
MARGARET LEYBA
ELSIE R VAIO

RETROACTIVE 5/18/75
RETROACTIVE 12/21/75
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14, ACADEMTC FREEDOM

•\

& TENURE POLICY

The University Faculty, on December 10, and the Regen ts, on
December 20, approved the followinc revision of paragraph 1
of Section 14 of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy (page
39 in the Faculty Handbook) :
·
11

./11 members of the faculty, includinr; those without
tenure, are entitled to academic freedoM.
Notwithstandinf the University 's ·wide discretion in the nonrenewal of contracts of non-tenured faculty members,
the University recognizes that non-renewal might occur
in circumstances violative of such faculty members'
academic freedom. Tf a faculty member without permanent tenure alleges that a decision not to renew his
contract or to deny him tenure is caused by considerations violating academic freedom, the following procedures shall be followed :"

At their meeting of March 20, 1975, the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee voted to amend this paragraph to incorporate
the word "dismissal" which had been in the statement before
the December revision. The above paragraph would thus be
amended to read as follm,rn:
"

••

o

discretion in the dismi ssal or non-renewal of

QEH~.tpae~s ef non-tenured faculty members' the Uni vers i ty recognizes that ReR-PeHewe~ ~~~kt eee~P ~R &~F-

e~e~eRees v~e~e~~ve e~ such actions maJ violate

such faculty members'

academic freedom . • •

o

Since a revision of the Faculty Handbook was in process
during the summer, the University Se cretary asked permission
of the chairman of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
to incorporate this change subject to confirmation by the
Faculty and the Repents.
Permission was given , and the
chairman is asking for this ccnfirmation at the September 9
faculty meeting.

82
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THE UNIVERSITY OF' NEW MEXICO

DATE:

May 8, 1975

TO:

Victor H. Regener, Chairman, Faculty Policy Committee

F"ROM:

Charles L. Beckel, Chairman, Research Policy Committee

su~Ecn

Research Policy Committee Action on Patent Policy

At its April 21, 1975 meeting the Research Policy Committee passed
unanimously a motion to revise the Patent Policy as presently listed on
pages 93 and 94 of the Faculty llandbook. The revised policy statement would
read as follows (new wording underlined):
PATENTS
The University recognizes that patentable inventions may result
froJll research done at the University. Since the desirability of
proper p:::-csecution of patent5 resulting from such research is also
recognized by the University, a formal policy has been established
and follows below.
PATENT POLICY
I. Definitions, as used in this statement of policy:
a. Staff member shall mean any faculty member, student, or
any other person associated with the teaching or research
staffs of the University;
b. President shall mean the President of the University or his
duly authorized representative.
2. All staff members shall be encouraged to disclose to the President
all discoveries which result from tl1eir research which, in their
opinion, may lead to valuable and patentable inventions.
3. Pitent Management Agent. Whenever practicable, the patent management agent shall be a non-profit management organization such as
Research Corporation, Battelle Development Corporation, or a
similar institution.
4. Patent Policy Subcorrunittee. The Patent Policy Subcommittee shall
be appointeJ by the Research Policy Committee and shall consist of
five members of the Faculty and/or non-acadenic staff. In considering a specific case, the Patent Policy Subcommittee may
apnoint one or two cm1sul tants who, in the judgement of the Subcoinmi ttee) ha vc specialized knowledge in the area being considered.
S. Procedure. Upon
disclosure !Jy a staff member to the President,
the fol lowing procedure sha 11 be followed:
a. The Presjdent may submit the lnvention to a patent management
agent for its consideration with regard to-prosecution of
patents.
b. The inventor shall receive a percentage of any income which
the University obtains from t!1e exploitation of the inventions,
such percentage to be determined by negotiation between the
President and the inventor. ror the nrotcction of the inventor, however,
a minimal percentage for the inventor will be in accordance with
the follo\.;ing scheJul e:

a

-6-
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2

Percentage of ~ct Income
[nvcntor
Not Less Than
First
Next
FoITowing
Over
c.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

$1,000
$4,000
$15,000
$20,000

lOOgo
90!';;

75%
SO%

If, for any reason, the President does not rccommen<.l the
submission of the invention to the Parent Management A~ent,
or th.ere is a disagreement on the negotiated division of
funds between the University and th(; 111v8ntor, eith~r the
in.venter or the President may re fer th is mat t c r to the
Patent Policy Subcommittee for consideration and recommendation to the parties.
d. The Patent Policy Subcommittee shall make its recommendations
within four weeks of the time the matter is referred to it.
e. In making its recommendations to the parties, the Patent
Policy Subcommittee shall consider all of the various
equities involved.
Sponsored Research. Patent ownership rights of the inventor shall
be deemed to be indefeasible except in the event that the discovery
was made as a direct result of a specific research project sponsored
and financed by agencies outside of the Vniversity or by the University,
under the agreement with either specifying the disposition of the
rights as to the specific project.
Co-Inventors. Inventions conceived by more than one inventor shall
be dealt with on the same basis as those conceived by a single inventor. As between themselves, however, co-inventors shall be free
to agree to any division of rights. Advance written arrangements
for such division may be made between the interested parties .
Use of Funds. Insofar as reasonably ~ossible, funds received by
the University as a result of inventions shall be used to sponsor
additional research.
Failure to Prosecute. In the event that the patent management agent
fails to communicate through the University to the inventor its
decision to proceed to obtain a patent within nine months after the
disclosure to the President, the inventor shall have the right to
initiate patent proceedings as an individual.
University Use of Patents. The University shall reserve the right
insofar as possible to produce for its own use items patented under
any · of the provisions above. Such use shall be royalty-fr~e.
Negotiations with Outside Agencies. i'1egotia tions with outside
agencies shall be carried on in such a way as to obtain for the
inventor and the University the maximum possibl(; rights . 1lone of
the provisions of this policy shall be interpreted in such a way
as to preclude the making of, or to limit the terms of, an agreement
with an outside agency relating to sponsored research.

-73

The purpose of the modifications are
(a) In Sb to retain flexibility in income negotiations yet provide a
minimum income s1.:aie for inventor protection and incentive ,
(b) In la to include students under the policy,
(c) To conform with actuality through substitution of Patent Policy
Subcommittee for Patent (onunittee, and addition of the words and/or
non-academic staff (the latter in 4),
(d) procedural clarification in Sc.
You will note that the previous Patent Policy was adopted both by the
Regents and by the Policy Committee. I would assume that approval by both of
these bodies would be required before a revised policy could be implemented.
Whether other formal approvals are required or desirable is less clear.
/mr

Xe:

P. H. Silverman
E. B. Kasner
J. N. Durrie/
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- 8August 25, 1975
To:

The University Facult y

From:

Committee on Entrance and Credits

Subject:

Recommended Amendments to 1977 University Admission Requirements

86

At the June 17, 1975, meeting of the University o f New flex i c o Board of Reg ents 3
resolution was adopted, requesting the Committee on Entr ance and Cred its t o under take a series of hearings on the admission requirements app r oved by t he f a cul t v
at the March 11, 1975 meeting.
As a result of these hearings, and subsequent deliberations, the following recommendations for amending the admission requirements were endorsed by the Entrance
and Credits Committee:
1.

Deletion

of the requirement of t wo units of a lang uage other than English .

2.

Clarif ication of the deficiency ~ta t ement by itemi zinc methods for r enoval
of deficiencies.

3.

Elimination of language in paragraph two under Admission by Certificate
which excludes PE and Ensemble Music from computation of high school grade
point averages.

4.

Inclusion of a "grandfather" clause in the statement on admiss i on requiremen ts.

RECOMMENDED REVISED ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AS ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED TO UNM FACUL1Y
BY ENTRANCE AND CREDITS COMMITTEE IN THE SPRING, 1975

f
;

~
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AD ISSION BY CERTIFICATE

The standard of preparation for admission to freshman status in the
University is the four-year high school course.
The minimum qualitative requirement for admission is a grade average of
C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in previous academic work exclusive of grades in P.E.
ac i vity and ensemble music courses.
High schools accredited by regional accrediting associations, state departnts of education, or state universities, are recognized by the University of
ew Mexico. Graduates of accredited high schools who meet qualitative requirents of the University may be admitted upon presentation of transcripts showing
a minimum of 15 acceptable units.
Graduates of unaccredited or partially
ccredited high schools who present transcripts which meet admission requirents in all respects except accreditation may become eligible for admission
upon validating the unaccredited high school work by qualifying score on the
rican College Test.
SUBJECT MATTER REQUIREMENTS. In determining admission status, it is the
primary concern of the University that the applicant have adequate prep ration
for auccessful college work. As evidence of adequate preparation, it is required
that the applicant's transcript show within the 15 minimum required unit successul completion of at least 13 units in specified subject-matter area. Of these
13 units, 9 units must be distributed as follows:
English - 3 units
Social Studies - 2 units (including 1 unit in U.S. History)
Natural Sciences - 2 units, 1 unit of which must be in Biology, Chemistry,
or Physics
Students intending to study nursing are advised to have completed at
least 1 unit in chemistry.
Mathematics - 2 units (Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, or higher
thematics)
The minimum 2 unit requirement may be satisfied with 2 units of lgebra
or 1 unit of algebra and 1 unit of geometry.
A student intending to study engineering or architecture will find it
n cessary, in order to complete his prescribed curriculum without loss
of time, to have completed at least the following high school mathematics:
2 units of algebra, 1 unit of plane geometry,% unit of trigonometry or
college-preparatory mathematics. See "High School Preparation" in
College of Engineering or Department of Architecture sections. These
preparatory courses are also recoun:nended for students planning to major
in mathematics.
Students planning to enter the fields of pharmacy, pre-medicine, predentistry, nursing, the sciences, or business administration are advised
to include in their preparation at least intermediate algebra and plane
geometry.
'.Ole remaining 4 units of the specified 13 must be chosen from the following
i t of restricted electives. Not more than 2 units may be chosen from any
ne group except for group B.
Group A - English, Journalism, Speech
Gr up B - French, Spanish, Latin, German, and other foreign languages
Groip C - Algebra, Plane Geometry, Solid Geometry, Trigonometry, or
higher mathematics

7
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Group D - General Sc i ence , Biology, Chemistry , Phys i cs , Phy s i ol ogy ,
Geology
Group E - History, Geography, Soc i ology, Economics , Government,
Psychology, Social Science
Group F - Fine Arts (Music , Art, Drama)
Tile 2 or more additional units may be from any courses f or which
credit is granted by the student's high school .
DEFICIENCIES. Deficiencies in one or more of the four specified subject
matter areas (English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Natural Science) may be
satisfied by attainment of an ACT score of 20 or higher in the area or areas.
All deficiencies may be satisfied by a composite ACT score of 22 or higher.
Subject matter deficiencies cannot be satisfied in any other way.
SPECIAL ADMISSION. A limited number of students may be admitted to the
Univeristy each year without regard to the specific subject matter requirements
set forth above, upon review and approval by the Committee on Entrance and Credits ,

-· THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW M E XICO

DATE :

September 8 , 1975

Ta :

The University Faculty

FROM :

Committee on Entrance and Credits

SUBJECT:

Recommended Amendments to 1977 University Admission Requi rements

At the June 17, 1975, meeting of the University of New Mexico Board of Regents a
resolution was adopted, requesting the Committee on Entrance and Credits to undertake a series of hearings on the admission requirements approved by the faculty
at the March 11, 1975, meeting.
As a r esult of these hearings, and subsequent deliberation, t he f ollowi ng re commendations for amending the admission requirements were endorsed by the Entrance and Credits Committee and are presented for your consideration.
I.

II .

It is moved that the requirements of two units of language other than
English be deleted. This will change the distribution of subject mat t er
requirements as follows: of the fifteen minimum high school units
thirteen must be distributed as listed: English, three units; Soc i al
Studies, two units; Natural Science, two units; Mathematics, two uni ts;
the remaining four required high school units must be chosen from the
list of restricted electives.
It is moved that the deficiency statements be clarified as follows:
deficiency in one or more of the four specified subject matter areas
(English, Mathematics, Social Science, and Natural Science) may be
removed by taking the course or courses in the areas of deficiency
through: (a) enrollment in high school (day or night division) or
enrollment in a Technical-Vocational School; (b) enrollment in the
appropriate course or courses in the U.N.M. Continuing Education
Division; (c) completion of an appropriate course or courses in
Independent Studies (Correspondence) work at the U.N.M. or some
accredited institution of higher learning; (d) attainment of ACT
score of twenty or higher in the area or areas of deficiency; (e)
attainment of a composite ACT score of twenty-two or better.
In no case will courses completed to remove subject matter deficiencies be counted in fullfillment of requirements for a baccalaureate degree.

III .

IV.

Elimination of language in paragraph two under Admission by Certificate which excludes P.E. and Ensemble Music from computation of
high school grade point average. Original sentence states the
minimum qualitative requirements for admission is a grade average
of C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in previous academic work exclusive of
grades in P.E. Activity and Ensemble Music courses. It is moved
that the statement read "the minimum qualitative requirements for admission is a grade average of C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in all prior
high school credits."
It is moved that these specified subject matter requirements apply
only to students who graduate subsequent to February, 1977. However, students graduating prior to that time should, nevertheless,
make every effort to meet the regular requirements.
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REVISED ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
(As Approved at March 11 Faculty Meeting)
ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE
The standard of prepa ration for admission to freshman s t atus in the
University is the four-year high school course.
The minimum qual itative requirement for admission i s a grade average of
C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in previous academic work exclusive of grades in P.E.
activity and ensemble musi courses.
High
hools accredited by regional accrediting associations, state
departments of education, or state universities, are recognized by the University of New Mexico. Graduates of accredited high schools who meet qualitative requirements of the University may be admitted upon presentati on of
transcripts showing a minimum of 15 acceptable units. Graduates of unaccredited or parti ally accredited high schools who present transcripts which mee t
admission requirements in all respects except accreditation may become eligible
for admission upon validating the unaccredited high school work by qualifying
scores on the American College Test.
SUBJECT MATTER REQUIREMENTS. In determining admission status, it is the
primary concern of the University that the applicant have adequate preparation
for successful c ollege work. As evidence of adequate preparation, it is required
that the applicant's transcript show within the 15 minimum required units successful completion of at least 13 units in specified subject-matter areas. Of
these 13 units, 11 units must be distributed as follows:
English -- 3 units
Social Studies -- 2 units, (including 1 unit in U.S. History)
Natural Sciences -- 2 units, 1 unit of which must be in Biology> Chemistry
or Physics
Students intending to study nursing are advised to have completed
at least 1 unit in chemistry.
Mathematics -- 2 units (Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, or higher mathematics). The minimum 2-unit requirement may be satisfied with 2
units of algebra or 1 unit of algebra and 1 unit of geometry. A
student intending to study mathematics, physics, engineering, or
architecture, will find it necessary in order to complete his prescribed curriculum without loss of time, to have completed at least
two units of algebra, one unit of geometry, and one-half unit of
trigonometry or higher mathematics. Students planning to enter the
fields of pharmacy, pre-medicine, pre-dentistry, nursing, biology,
chemistry, geology, psychology, economics, political science, sociology, or business administration, are advised to include in their preparation at least two units of algebra and one unit of geometry.
Languages other than English -- 2 units of a single language

The remaining 2 units of the specified 13 must be chosen from the following
list of restricted electives:
Group A
Group B

English, Journalism, Speech
French, Spanish, Latin, German, and other foreign languages
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TO:

The University Faculty

FROM:

Committee on Entrance and Credits

SUBJtCT:

Recommended Amendments to 1977 University Admission Requirements

At the June 17, 1975, meeting of the University of i1 ew Mexico Board of Regents a
resolution was adopted, requesting the Committee on Entrance and Credits to undertake a series of hearings on the admission requirements approved by the faculty
at the March 11, 1975 meeting.
As a result of these hearings, and subsequent deliberations, the following recommendations for amending the admission requirements were endorsed by the Entrance
and Credits Committee and will be presented for your consideration.
1.

Deletion of the requirement of two units of a language other than English.

2.

Clarification of the deficiency statement by itemizing methods for removal
of deficiencies.

3.

Elimination of language in paragraph two under Admission by Certificate
which excludes PE and Ensemble Music from computation of high school grade
point averages.

4.

Inclusion of a "grandfather" clause in the statement on admission requirements.

** *

-1,

* * * * * * * * * * *

*

* * * * * * *

*

* * * * *

FOR YOUR Ir FORMATION were these amendments adopted, the statement on admission requirements would read as follows:
ADMISSIOl llY CEKfIFIC~fE
The standard of preparation for admission to freshman status in the University is
the four-year high school course.
The minimum qualitative requirement for admission is a grade average of C (2 . 0 on a
4.0 system) in previous academic work.
111 h schools accredited by regional accrediting associations, state depar tments of

ducation, or state universities, are recognized by the University of New texico.
raduates of accredited high schools who meet qualitative renuirements of the Univeritv ay be admitted upon presentation of transcripts showing a minimum of 15
ace ptable units.
Graduates of unaccredited or partially accredited high schools
ho present transcripts which meet admission requirements in all respects except
:ccreditation may become eligible for admission upon validating the unaccredited
' 1 ·h ch ol work b qualifying scores on the American College Test.
t.;~~l::CT ,IATfER REQUIREME:ns
if'lE FEo UARY, 1977)

(THESE APPLY TO STUDENTS GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL

ln d te
. i ng admission status, it is the primary concern of the University that
rmin
1
0

le :pplicant have adequate preparation for successful college work . As evidence
a quate preparation, it is required that the applicant's transcript show within
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I

Lit · 1', ndnimum requin•,I 111d t s Sil< c1•<.;sful completion nl al l1•:1•;t II u1 1it•, i1 •,111 i
sl!bj ct-matter area s . Of tlH•sc· I] uni Ls, 9 uni Ls must be
i "t r i Ill• t <-'• I ;1 •: f n I 10 1 -; :
J:nglish-- 3 unit s
Soc ial S tu d i c.--.' 11nj1<-; (incluJing l unlt in ll ,S, lll story)
. atural Sclenc('s--.' units, l unit ul whjch must be in :~ 1nlogy, ClicPii··trv or
Pliysi s.
Students i11t0ndi11v to s tudy nursinr. ;ir•· a d vi'->Pcl to 1 ·ivr
completeJ c1 t l1•as t I u11 it in C:liemi s L rv.
:1thematics--21111its (Alg<'brA, r:eome tr y , Trir,ono111C>trv, ) I liir,hC' r mathl•rtati c)
l'li minjmu111 2-unit rP<p1irC'menl r:1ay be satisf1<.•tl ·.;itli 2 u11its of :i!gr,lra
or 1 unjt of ,Jgd,r·, anJ l unit of g1'ometry.
\ ~;t udc n t ~ntcn<lin" t•
study mathC'P1.J t ics, llys i l·s , engineering, or Ar1· '1 itectur wil I fl11d it
necessarv, in PrdL'r to comp l ete his pr<.·scrihr•d ,·11rr 1·11!• 11 \.:ithn11t los~
o f ti me , o liilvc ,·or1p lf'tC',1 at l east two unjts of ,,l n.eb:,1, orn' uni 111
geometry, and one-ha lf untt of trigonomPtrv or Ii f p!Jer !11c1Ll1P11111 i ( "·
Students pl annin g to entC'r the fiel ds ()f ph:umRcY. pn•-mf'di1'i1ll', Pl'l'dcntistry, niirsir i; , l >iol n11," , rlle111istry, gcn l op,v. p<;vcheluv · , ' ·, r1 1mi.r ..
political s\·ienc,~ , so ci ology , or business acf ndnistration, Art' ad lr.<'<l
to include in the jr preparation al least two units of alp.chrA nnd one
unit of geometry.
The remaining 2 units of tlH' specHlecJ 11 must he chosen from tlie foll\1win
restrirted electives:

lis

Group
Group
Croup
Group
Group

A--English, Journal 1 sm, Spee ch
B--French, Spanic;h. Latin, Ccrman , ancJ other forPip,n lanr,ua~<' ;
C--Alp,ebra, PlaJ1f C.eometry, . So lid GC'ometry, 'lrir,onornt"t ry, or lii:-~her m,ll ll'
D--General Science, Biology, Ch emistry, Physics, · J>hysinlof!y, C,•o lngv
. 1
E--History, Geogrnph , Socio] ogy, l~c onomi cs, <;overmnent, !' ·:, vc !in 1ngv, .,ocia
Scien·e
Group F--Fine Arts (Music, Art, Drama)
DEFICU:llCIES
Course deficiencies jn one or more of the four sp cified s11lije1·t malt•'' " ' •a:; (I'
Mathematics, Social Studies, atural Sciences) may he mad<' up bv: ( J ) r turnin t
h i gh school, night scliool, or enrollment in a techn1 ·al-vocat io;i., l sd1(1P l: (2
ment in the C. l Division of Continujng Education; (1) comp]Ption 0f indep<'i~de~\n.
(correspondence) work at the University of. ew ~xico or s0me oth•r accrcdite re
·
he atr
tion of higher learning; ( ) attainment of an ACf score of 2() nr lii 0 her in t
or areas of deficiency: or (5) attainment of a composite ACT score of ?2 nr ct ·

SPECIAL ADM1SSIO'S
A limited number of students may l c admitted to the University <.ach vcflr without
regard to the specific subject matter requirements set forth above, upon revic~
approval hv the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
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If the Yaculty acts on the proposed revision of

dmission requirements

cn4cted last March, a motion will be made to submit the following Memo ri 1

from the Faculty to the Board of Reeents :
(by C. Woodhouse, Sociology D

rtm n)

PROPOSED MEMORIAL TO THE REGENTS

The Faculty, in approving this revision of the dmission rcquirem~nts ,
is min ful of the opposition expressed against th requireoent
d w are
~ar e that this opposition may continue after the Re& nts hav been not fi d
of our action. We therefore request that the Res ents support the F cult
<lecisi n for the followin£ reasons:
(1) Despite any evidence to the contr:1ry, the stud n s in this
University depend on the facul~ to maint in academic st nd rds hi h
h
t o 3u..~rantee that a deBroe will eive them car r opportuniti s
those of students who craduate from oth r universities, in this region
lso beyond it. Fully half of our raduates en up inc r er out id
c.xico; and those who remain in tho st te oust lso comp t with &r~d
from universities elsewh re. The standards we are able to maintain cp
ir~ctly on how well students ar prepared nc dcmically whon thy nt r th
Unive rsity.

(2) Some representatives of minority eroup or aniz tion hove oppo
our action. Yet they recognize al o th t
univor ity due tion i in
p
for upward mobility and qunl opportunity. Tho Univ r ity of N w 11 ico p
:in especially critical role her
for o larg port on of inority tuu nts.
If the quality of our education declines, it i they ho will suffer
t
in the lone run,
(3) The public schools of N w Mexico depend on u for cad ic 1~ d r s hip
in two w ys: (a) to proviJ
ell qualified gr du te for t £fin th~ir
tcachine posts; (b) to specify the academic prcpar tion need~d for th ir
university-bound graduates to succ e in univ rsity work. Recent ctions sho
th.it local school districts in ew
ico arc anxious t o offer th~ best
eduction they can. We have th re ponsibility f or hcl~ine the
o th
(4) Althoueh soma state legislators hav~ cxpr sscc oppo it n t o our
n tlission requirements, it 1 al o true th~t th stat~ lcc islature depends
xclusively on the univ rsities to set acaclcoic stand r<ls that will provide
the b st higher education po ible for th~ pco>lu of
Mexico . Sine 1970
until now, our admission st ndards at • 1 h Vi.; be n
one the v ry lo e t
ng other universitie in the re i on. This has bi.;eun to ffcct th p rfo
of our graduates who apply to profes i onal schools. Th
culty action to
c nee our adoission st nd rd i desi e to rectify this e kn
,
d to
ct the responsibility which th State h
placo u~on us.
We ur e the Regents to reco ize how import t i t is at thi t'
rot ct and cnbanc the t:rl. sion of th Univ r ity, an l t o support the
F culty's action in this cattcr.
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